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We all wear many hats here at
MUS. As you can see, I’m wearing
Lloyd’s hat (or head) on the cover of
this issue of MUS Today. Lloyd is the
Owls’ mascot who will be at the opening
kick-off of the MUS-MBA football game
on September 1, 2006, as we start the
clock on a new era in sports at MUS.
That’s when our brand new $4.5 million
Multi-Sports Complex opens to athletic
competition for not only football, but
also soccer, lacrosse, and track and field.
Featuring an artificial turf playing field,
a state-of-the art press box, permanent
bleachers, new restrooms and concessions, and even a couple of hospitality
boxes, the new sports complex will bring
athletic facilities at MUS up to the standard of excellence observed throughout this
campus, academically, architecturally, and athletically.
Speaking of teams, Don Miller ’80 is the kind of guy you want on your team
when the bottom falls out. Miller is Enron’s salvage expert who has been responsible
for cleaning up the mess left by Jeffrey Skilling and his cohorts in Houston. With a
sense of purpose and moral responsibility, Miller has spent the last four years selling
everything from people to chairs, maximizing the remaining value from assets left
after one of the country’s biggest financial collapses. His courage and faith will see him
through to Enron’s bitter end. You can read about the roller-coaster ride on page 6.
And speaking of hats…Bruce Minkin ’69 is not only a surgeon, but also explores
Mayan caves as an archeologist; John Knaff is not only a teacher, but also serves our
country in the Navy; and Craig Walzer ’99 is not only a graduate student, but also
owns a bookstore in paradise. Read all this and more in the spring issue of MUS Today.
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Headmaster’s Message
by Ellis Haguewood

Iron Sharpens Iron
It is always encouraging for me to spend
time with alumni,
men who have fond memories of their years at MUS,
whether they now live in Nashville or Memphis or Atlanta
or New York or Los Angeles. I believe that if our school can
honestly claim any success at helping boys become the
kind of men we want them to be, the proof is in these alumni and what they value still about their MUS experiences.
As they get older, they gain a perspective that comes with
advancing years, and even the difficulties, frustrations, and
disappointments become important memories, especially
if they had to work hard to overcome them. The smooth
and easy route through MUS is not what alumni fondly
remember. They remember the adversity they worked
through to achieve the self-confidence they needed later
in college and in life. What I hear in all of these alums is
a common thread: they especially appreciate the challenges – academic or athletic – they had
while here, and they want other young
men to have similar experiences. They
reminisce about the old days and gripe
about how much easier the boys have it
now. And often those stories are about
athletics – less about the losses and wins,
more often about the rigorous athletic
practices, lack of air conditioning, rough
fields and tough coaches, and friendships formed under adverse conditions.
Athletics has always been a significant part of the MUS experience, even
in the old proprietary school at Manassas
and Monroe, as I learned recently, perusing the 1912 MUS yearbook, in those
days known as the M.U.S.-Kito. Though
emphasis was placed on debate (the Hamiltonian Literary Society squaring off against the Jeffersonian Literary
Society), publications (newspaper and yearbook, though
the “annual” was not published every year), and Glee Club
(with a quartet), athletics had a place of prominence in
the yearbook. Though the curriculum included English,
French, German, Latin, Greek, math, history, physics, and
penmanship, the editors dedicated their book to the 1911
football team (pictured above right), winners that year over
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Central High School, 3-0, and they included an individual
picture and a biographical sketch of each of the varsity
players. I know that some in academia find it horrifying
that excellence in athletics has importance at an independent school dedicated to academic excellence. I do not
find it so. One of the “Seven Powers To Destroy,” according to Gandhi, is “knowledge without character.” And I
know that athletics has the potential to build character
in ways that are not as effectively accomplished in the
classroom.
Sports provide a civilized way for men to compete
and to motivate themselves to mastery. “Iron sharpens
iron, and one man sharpens another,” says the Proverb.
Healthy competition pushes us to our best. Sports, especially team sports, can teach lessons about life and about
ourselves – perseverance in the face of adversity, selfless
loyalty to teammates and school, courage to compete, and
teamwork in pursuit of lofty goals. In other words, under

the right kind of tutelage, in the crucible of competition,
sports can build the character that complements and supports the knowledge gained in math and English. Twenty
years from now, what will the boys who won state championships in football at MUS in 2004 and 2005 remember
about those magical seasons? My guess is that, of course,
they will remember the ultimate moment of victory, but
what they will cherish is the memory of the effort and
teamwork it took to get there.

Field of Dreams

Story by Gaye Swan
Architectural rendering by The Crump Firm, Inc.-Architects

The history of Hull-Dobbs Field is legendary at MUS. The story begins
with Horace Hull, a major contributor to the campaign to reopen MUS in
the early 1950s. Present at the first meeting of potential donors and trustees,
Hull offered to get the donations started with $5,000, a very large amount at
the time. However, since Hull was viewed as the wealthiest man there (with
good reason – he and his partner, James K. Dobbs, were the owners of the
world’s largest Ford dealership among other ventures), Alexander Wellford
’30 felt that others would measure their donations by Hull’s, and the project
to reopen MUS would fail. Wellford met with Hull later that night, and Hull
generously responded by upping his donation to a remarkable $25,000, with
the help of his partner Dobbs.
He had just one stipulation. As a young man at Vanderbilt University, he
had been shy and unsure of himself. Although he was a backup on the football
team, he rarely saw any action, until the fateful day when the coach got angry
with all his starters and sent Hull into the game. Hull made an important play
and later became a star player. With the experience of the personal growth that
sports can generate, he designated his gift for MUS’s playing field.
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Hull-Dobbs Athletic Field has been the site of triumph
and heartbreak and has seen MUS sports through many years
of athletic competition since it was built in 1955. In 1964, an
all-weather track and permanent seats were added, followed by
a press box, a concession stand, and restrooms. These facilities
have served generations of athletes and fans well over the years,
but what was state-of-the-art in the ’50s and ’60s has grown old
– shabby, run-down, and potentially unsafe. As the campus has
grown up around the field, the contrast between new and refurbished buildings and the old sports facility has become more and
more marked.
Ellis Haguewood explains, “Since MUS is committed to
academic excellence, other projects in our master plan took precedence over our athletic needs – new Upper School classrooms
and faculty offices, a renovated Lower School and McCaughan
Science Center, a new Campus Center and Dining Hall,
as well as endowments for
technology, tuition assistance, and faculty support.
But now it’s time.”
We bid a fond farewell,
then, to the old, and welcome the new.
MUS’s Multi-Sports Complex broke
ground in January of 2006.
It is only fitting that
the field in the new
Multi-Sports
Complex retain the
name of Hull-Dobbs
and is made possible
by a lead gift from
the Hull and Dobbs families. The field
surface will be enlarged, so soccer,
lacrosse, and intramurals can be
played in addition to football and
track and field events. A new artificial turf similar to that at Liberty
Bowl Memorial Stadium will be installed, so our teams will have
a reliable playing surface – all year, in all weather. The new turf
has two other significant benefits for the school: decreased
maintenance expenses and increased safety for the athletes.
Safety is also an issue for the thousands of fans who
attend our athletic events. The stadium, constructed in the
1950s, will be brought up to current code standards. The stands
will be renovated to provide handicap access. The new stadium
will not be significantly larger in terms of seating, but the seats
will be elevated so that all fans will have a good sight line to
the playing field. The restrooms currently offer inadequate
space, and the concession stand has caused more than its
share of headaches as fans wait in line, missing the action on the field. New concessions and restrooms, built
to handle the large number of people who attend our
sporting events, mean less time in line and more time
watching the Owls play.
As new construction and upgrades to existing
buildings have aesthetically improved the campus,
the appearance of our athletic facilities to visitors
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The new complex will give
home-field advantage to
MUS track and field, soccer,
football, and lacrosse.

is a consideration as well – the stands and the press box look
dilapidated from the visitors’ side of the stadium. In addition to
an improved appearance, the press box will be enlarged so that
game officials – coaches, media, and administrators – can better
handle their responsibilities.
The new facilities will also
benefit the community. Among
other events, MUS hosts the
Liberty Bowl High School AllStar Game, the Mid-South Football Combine, and Presbyterian Day
School football games. And the facilities
are available to the neighboring athletes at
Hutchison School.
To get the ball rolling (so to speak), a
Steering Committee was formed with Ben
Adams ’74, former chairman of the Board of
Trustees and current trustee; Bobby Alston,
director of athletics and head football coach; Earl
Blankenship, parent of alumni and member of
the most recent campaign leadership committee;
Perry Dement, director of advancement; Trow
Gillespie ’65, chairman of the Board of Trustees;
Ellis Haguewood, headmaster; and trustees Bob
Loeb ’73, Steve Morrow ’71, and Jim Varner
’73. Honorary co-chairs are Anne and John
Stokes and Carol and Jack Stokes ’79.
“The Multi-Sports Complex will
replace a stadium that was built primarily for football back in the 1950s

Grab your pom-pom and stadium seat!
Ribbon-cutting ceremony for the MultiSports Complex is set for the first home
football game: Friday, September 1, 2006.
Further details to come.

and whose usefulness and aesthetic value
have both more than expired,” says Gillespie. “The new facility will serve many
sporting needs, year-round. The permanent bleachers will ensure much improved
viewing access to the field, and the stateof-the art press box, ample restrooms, and expanded concessions
will be a vast improvement.
“The cost of the complex will be approximately $4.5 million, and funds will come from donors with a specific interest in
athletics,” he continues. “A little over half the funds have already
been raised by the Steering Committee. Most important, the
project and campaign to build the complex reinforces our commitment to excellence in all facets of the school, and the building
and maintenance of the best facilities possible.”
General contracting firm MCDR won the bid for construction. MCDR is responsible for all new construction on campus
for the past 15 years, ensuring continuity and overall aesthetic
appeal. The president of the firm has a personal and professional
interest in the complex; he is an alumnus, David Dando ’64.
The Crump Firm, Inc., led by another alumnus, Met
Crump ’60, provided the design for the project. “Our design
of the new stadium uses the same traditional architectural vocabulary found in the other buildings, which we have designed
for MUS since 1988,” Crump explains. “The lower part of
the stadium, clad in 11 brick masonry arches, is closely related
architecturally to the adjacent Sue H. Hyde Sports and Physical
Education Center, whereas the entire upper portions of the new
stadium with their columns, pilasters, and neoclassical elements
relate more to the porticos and other neoclassical features of the
nearby Campus Center and Dunavant Upper School buildings.

“Consequently, the construction of
the new stadium will result in the same
quality level as other recently constructed
MUS buildings, extending the architectural continuity of the campus,”
he adds. Construction is
estimated at eight months. All Owls fans should
be seated in splendor by the 2006-07
opening home football game against
Montgomery Bell Academy (MBA)
on September 1.
As Dr. John Harkins, Ross McCain Lynn Chair of History, wrote in
the MUS Century Book, “Involvement in athletics has always been
MUS students’ broadest area
of extracurricular participation.
About 70 percent of MUS boys
have traditionally taken part in
at least one form of organized school
sport.” Horace Hull recognized the importance of athletics back in the 1950s. And today
a dedicated group of MUS leaders are ensuring
that athletics continue to play an important part
in MUS’s tradition of excellence. The new MultiSports Complex will house a field of dreams for
generations of boys yet to come.
Gaye Swan is a creative copywriter and a frequent contributor to MUS Today. She lives in Memphis with her husband and
their 11-year-old twins, a son and a daughter.

Steering Committee members are (left to right) Steve Morrow ’71, Earl Blankenship,
Ben Adams ’74, Trow Gillespie ’65, Bob Loeb ’73, Ellis Haguewood, Perry Dement,
Bobby Alston, and Jim Varner ’73 (not pictured).
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Cleaning Up Enron.............................
by Caitlin Goodrich

“You should really be writing a story about
my daughter,” Don Miller ’80 says into the
receiver.
“Dad, shhh. You’re embarrassing me,”
Taylor, his daughter, whispers loudly in the
background. But he’s right. She’s an impressive
girl. Twelve years old and already expanding her
burgeoning jewelry business into markets outside
her hometown of Houston. She and her mother
recently traveled to Chattanooga and will soon be
in Atlanta selling her wares. By 15 or 16 she could
be a household name, a fixture in boutiques from
Los Angeles to New York City – certainly story
material. Needless to say, her father’s proud.
“Well, it would be a great article,” he says.
Praise indeed from the man in the middle of
what was once the nation’s seventh-largest company. After becoming president of Enron North
America and Enron Power Marketing (Enron’s
key trading companies after bankruptcy in
December 2001), Miller, a consummate businessman, undoubtedly has a lesson or two to share
with his entrepreneurial daughter. Over the past
four years, he and his team have taken on the task
of restructuring a company so mired in scandal
that the events leading up to its bankruptcy filing
continue to play out on the front pages of major
newspapers across the country. Yet Miller has
approached a job from which most would shy
away with unflagging optimism and a sense of
excitement. Guided by a “moral compass,” he has
worked tirelessly to recover value for its creditors
and former employees while preserving jobs for
the remaining Enron employees, and he will continue to do so until it’s time to turn out the lights
and shut the company’s door for good.
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After leaving MUS, Miller spent a semester at Trinity University in
San Antonio before returning to his hometown and finishing out his college career at the University of Memphis. He graduated with a degree in
psychology, married Dana Anderton Miller (a St. Mary’s Episcopal School
alumna), and spent four years as a retail stockbroker for Dean Witter (now
Morgan Stanley) before moving to Austin to pursue an M.B.A. at the University of Texas. Armed with his degrees and business experience, Miller
joined Citibank’s corporate banking division in 1991 and remained there
until 1998. While at Citibank, he worked and became close friends with his
boss who left the company in 1996 to work for Enron Corp. He and Miller
maintained their relationship, and when Citibank merged with Travelers
Group in 1998, it was this former boss who encouraged his friend to join
the successful energy company.
“The nice thing about Enron at that time was that you could do a
million different things there,” Miller says. “You could try your hand at
any number of different business units or functional groups. You got the
sense that most of the people in the company really believed in what we
were doing there,” he recalls. “It seemed like we were on the right track.
I wasn’t aware of anything negative going on.”
So it came as a surprise when Jeffrey Skilling resigned as CEO of Enron in August of 2001. The resignation “caught people off-guard,” Miller
remembers. “But it didn’t send any bad signals initially.” Unfortunately,
“bad signals” began to appear not long after Skilling left the company.
His departure, coupled with the company’s reported cash shortfall in the
same month, caused Enron’s stock to take a downward turn. Then, in
October, Wall Street Journal reporters Rebecca Smith and John Emshwiller
published a series of articles investigating accounting issues within the
energy giant. Talk of a potential scandal sent the company’s stock further
south. With his business background, Miller knew that if Enron’s credit
rating continued to plummet, the once wildly profitable company could
face bankruptcy.
However, word came in November that Dynegy, a smaller, cross-town
competitor, and Enron had agreed to enter into a merger, a union that
could potentially save the struggling superpower. “The Dynegy deal was
our lifeline,” Miller says. “We really thought it was going to work out and
that we’d somehow pull it off.” But Dynegy rescinded its offer only 19
days later, citing Enron’s lack of disclosure in its financial reporting. On
November 30, Enron’s stock fell from a year high of $84.87 to an astounding 26 cents a share.
“I remember walking through the office,” Miller recalls. “We had TVs
everywhere because it was our job to keep up with what was going on
all over the world. And I’m walking by this TV, and I see a flash on the
screen. It said we’d been downgraded. I knew it wouldn’t be long. I knew
we’d have to declare [bankruptcy].”

Miller was scheduled to go on a church retreat the first
weekend of December. Despite the looming crisis at work, he
decided it would be in his best interest to attend the retreat
as planned – perhaps motivated by a sense that prayer and
spiritual fortification would be necessary to face what lay
ahead. He returned to work on Sunday and was immediately
summoned into a meeting in
“I had two choices: which it was announced that
Enron would declare bankI could do nothing ruptcy.
The following week
and be upset,
Miller was named to his
current post. He never considor I could work
ered leaving the beleaguered
company. “There were a lot of
hard and do
people who couldn’t get their
heads around the situation,
some good.”
who were too caught up in being angry to consider any sort of logical action,” he says. “But
I had two choices: I could do nothing and be upset, or I could
work hard and do some good.” And so he stayed. “I didn’t
know what the outcome would be,” Miller remembers. “I was
unsure if I’d be making any money or if checks would cash,
but it was a chance I was willing to take.”
For the first six months following Enron’s declaration
of bankruptcy, Miller existed in “triage mode.” “It was
chaos,” he recalls. “We were just trying to stop the
bleeding.” Thousands of employees had lost their
jobs two days after the bankruptcy filing, devastating the local economy. “It was a very sad
time,” Miller says. “People couldn’t pay
mortgages and tuition. The city is just
now starting to recover.”
During that period Miller was
charged with building a team to oversee
the liquidation and wind-down of Enron’s
trading business. He surrounded himself with
a group of several hundred “positive people,”
people who would buy into the goal that he and the
management team had for the new Enron: to maximize
the company’s value for its creditors. But Miller shared
more than a corporate vision with many of his employees; he
discovered what he calls “a God thing.” “I came to realize that
without a belief in some higher power, I couldn’t have hung
around,” he says.
In the midst of mourning the absence of friends and colleagues, Miller and his team became excited about their new
environment. “It was sad to see a company and people you
believed in turn out differently than you thought; but once we
got over that, there were new opportunities,” he says. “You just
think, ‘what can we do with what we’ve got today, and how
can we have fun while we’re doing it?’ And that’s exciting. It’s
fun to strategize and execute those strategies. It’s hard work,
but it’s fun.”

The fun was only supposed to last for a year or so; but
four-and-a-half years later, Miller’s still at it. He and his team
have focused solely on liquidating a significant portion of the
company’s assets and have brought in about $3 billion for its
creditors. His group has now dwindled in size from about
200 people to 11, and they’ve gone from settling commodity
trading contracts to selling filing cabinets and office chairs.
But the end is in sight. Miller estimates that he will remain in
his position through the end of 2006 and then say goodbye to
Enron forever.
Leaving will be bittersweet. “It’ll be rough,” Miller says.
“It’s not Enron I’ll miss; I’ll miss the people. They’re all hardworking, bright people who hung in there with me. It’ll be
hard to say goodbye.”
But Miller knows that there’s another challenge waiting
for him around the corner. He may buy and restructure a small
business or take a position in a larger, more successful organization and continue to grow it. Whatever the task, he will
face it with the same confidence and can-do spirit that saw
him through his time at Enron – qualities he credits MUS with
helping to develop in him. “Mr. Hatchett taught
us all that uniqueness is okay and that no matter what you do, you have to be the best,
be the expert in your field – no matter
how trivial it might be,” Miller says.
“And I’ve carried that with me.
MUS taught me to make decisions. It built confidence and
perseverance for the real
world. Needless to say,
those lessons have
come in handy
over the past
few years.”
Don Miller
lives in Houston,
Texas. His wife, Dana,
serves as the chair of
development on the Board of
Trustees at the school that their
children, 12-year-old Taylor and
10-year-old Jack, attend. Miller is an active member of his church and a devoted
fan of his children’s athletic teams. His MUS
classmates will be pleased to know that he still
gets on a motorcycle from time to time – and has a Coke
or Yoohoo every now and then.
Formerly director of public relations for MUS, Caitlin Goodrich
recently relocated to Atlanta where she works for Jackson Spalding,
an independent communications management firm. She graduated
from Rhodes College in 2004 with a degree in English and served as
an intern in MUS’s communications department while in college.
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Left: Phoenix Club members prepare to spruce up
facilities at Camp Phoenix.
Middle photo, front to back: Kerr Tigrett and Todd
Photopulos help boys on computers while Brad
Baumgardner, CEO of Boys and Girls Clubs of
Greater Memphis, looks on.

Phoenix Club Rises

Bottom photo: Todd Photopulos works on a
repair project at Camp Phoenix.

To Help Community
by Olivia Hine

When college ends, the door to that
fraternity house closes, and the only thing
to come a-knockin’ is the real world. T-shirts
transform into suit and ties, the quad morphs
into the cubicle, and freewheeling schedules
convert into the age-old nine-to-five. In short,
the party is over. Or is it?
In Memphis, the Phoenix Club rises
from the ashes of everyday doldrums to offer
young men entrance into a world of hard
work, hard play, and lasting friendship. Since
its inception in 1955, the club has gathered to
raise money each year for the Boys and Girls
Clubs of Greater Memphis. Promoting both
the goals of the Club and active community
involvement, the Phoenix Club creates a
springboard for leadership among its network
of men ages 23 to 35. With such high standards, it is no surprise that the Phoenix Club
boasts an impressive number of MUS alumni
among its members, past and present.
“It’s no coincidence that so many MUS
alumni become leaders of the Phoenix Club,”
says current president Todd Photopulos ’89.
“From day one, MUS instills in its students a
sense of commitment to our community,” he
asserts. Having served as a member of the
Civic Service Club all four years, it seemed
only natural for Photopulos to resume such
active participation in the Memphis community as an adult. Photopulos now practices
law with Butler, Snow, O’Mara, Stevens &
Cannada, PLLC, and has served in various
leadership roles in the Phoenix Club since
graduating from law school in 1997. “My volunteer work with the Phoenix Club gives me
a great deal of pride and accomplishment. It’s
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a privilege to work with so many talented
young professionals toward reaching our
common goal of supporting the Boys and
Girls Clubs. The fact that many of these
men are friends from my MUS days is
just icing on the cake,” he says.
Phoenix Club Sustainer and 1983
President Bruce Hopkins ’68 agrees.
Photo by Alan Howell/Memphis Business Journal

“It’s wonderful each year to see so many of
us involved. There is such a need in this city.
The MUS environment is a privilege, but it
is only a small part in the greater scheme of
things. So to see so many alumni want to take
a hands-on approach to making Memphis a
better place is just amazing,” he says. Like
Photopulos, Hopkins was also a committed

member of the Civic Service Club, serving as
its president for two years. “You get hooked
on this cause early on!”
So what exactly is this cause? Through
numerous fundraisers, the Phoenix Club
collects cash contributions of over $175,000
each year to benefit the Boys and Girls Clubs
of Memphis. This year, Photopulos hopes to
raise over $200,000 for the first time. As a
volunteer organization, the club works in close
collaboration with companies for donations
and sponsorships. For instance, the annual
Harbortown 5K race through Downtown
Memphis is put on by the Phoenix Club in
partnership with Mednikow Jewelers, Nike,
and other corporate citizens who donate
money, prizes, and other merchandise. With
so few expenses, the Harbortown 5K raised
over $47,000 this year.
In addition, a greeting card fundraiser and annual Mardi Gras party collect
$100,000 and $20,000 respectively. Club
members attend meetings and lend a hand
as volunteers at the fundraisers. They also
volunteer their time at the Boys and Girls
Clubs. Oscar Atkinson ’96, for instance, is
chairman of the Phoenix Club’s Job Ready

initiative to coach inner-city youth on preparing for their first jobs, a new endeavor for the
club that began this year with job shadowing
and job interview training.
In May of 1970, the Phoenix Club
opened Camp Phoenix on one hundred acres
located near Sardis Lake in Mississippi. Each
summer, Camp Phoenix serves up to eight
hundred inner-city boys and girls in separate
sessions. In the spring, members dedicate
one weekend of hard labor to Camp Phoenix
in order to spruce up the facilities for the
summer’s activities.
In recent years, the club has activated
an additional mail campaign in which supporters can sponsor an individual child for
Camp Phoenix. With a mailing list of over
1,400 people, the project has grossed over
$275,000. Adds Hopkins, “This is truly what
we work for. Whereas the more fortunate
take vacations for granted, most of these kids
have never been outside the city. At Camp
Phoenix, they have the opportunity to swim
in a lake, ride horses, and just enjoy the fresh
air. The success stories that come out of this
program are immeasurable.”
The year 2005 proved to be a banner
year for the Phoenix Club and its MUS
alumni members. Last May the club celebrated its fiftieth anniversary. Furthermore,
last spring, the club elected the year’s officers
and board members, including several MUS
alumni: Todd Photopulos as president and
Duncan Galbreath ’94 as vice president of
membership, as well as board members Chip
Brown ’95 and Kerr Tigrett ’96.

August 13, 2005, saw the establishment
of a new charity event: the Speakeasy Martini
Party and Celebrity Auction. The Speakeasy
was the brainchild of Tigrett, who was the
chairman of the event. As a partnership with
Swig Martini Bar and nine restaurants, the
event featured a silent auction of donated
items including a dove hunt trip with Fred
Smith ’62, private dinner prepared by chef
Erling Jensen, tickets in Jerry West’s box
for a Grizzlies game, courtside tickets on the
bench of a University of Memphis basketball
game, and many other items. “To say this
event was a success is a great understatement.
Although we only budgeted $5,000 as a net
profit, the event raised over $25,000 for the
Boys and Girls Clubs. More than 350 people
attended, and the seven auction items brought
in $16,000,” states Photopulos.
To say the Phoenix Club is successful is
in itself a gross understatement. In its 50-year
history, the organization has grossed close to
five million dollars to benefit the Boys and
Girls Clubs of Memphis. With several MUS
alumni among its members and leaders, the
Phoenix Club is a testament to the community-minded MUS environment. Life after
college may not offer the fun of a fraternity,
but it does offer a brotherhood of community
service to those who are willing to join.

Olivia Hine is a 2004 graduate from
White Station High School. She is currently
a sophomore at the University of Virginia,
where she plans to major in history and
English.

Phoenix Club Members
Oscar Atkinson ’96
Frazier Baker ’99
Jeffrey Block ’94
Chip Brown ’95
Tyne Brownlow ’99
Tommy Byrnes ’89
Frank Colvett ’88
Philip Cruzen ’98
Michael Faber ’96
Duncan Galbreath ’94
Howie Gober ’93

Jason Higginbotham ’96
Gene Horner ’90
Bryan Johnson ’96
Jeff Lewis ’88
Kirby May ’94
Conley Patton ’99
Todd Photopulos ’89
King Rogers ’98
Kerr Tigrett ’96
Matthew Ware ’98
Battle Williford ’01

Phoenix Club Sustainers
Ben Adams ’74
Stewart Austin ’62
Stewart Austin ’86
Mike Baber ’70
Jim Barton ’61
Chip Barton ’74
Roy Bell ’76
Clay Bethell ’82
Ray Brakebill ’64
Jody Brown ’61
Chris Canale ’68
Ramsay Clark ’75
Oliver Cobb ’72
Dabney Collier ’88
Stuart Collier ’73
Andy Cowan ’78
Dick Cowan ’69
Tim Cowan ’73
Martin Daniel ’75
Goodloe Early ’59
Scott Farrar ’82
Dick Fisher ’72
Billy Fisher ’76
Billy Frank ’89
John Good ’76
Wes Grace ’86
Chip Grayson ’78
Mark Grochau ’82
Henry Hancock ’78
Bob Heller ’65
Sam Hollis ’79
Bruce Hopkins ’68

Fraser Humphreys ’75
Hunter Ivy ’84
Evans Jack ’84
Louis Jehl ’80
Wise Jones ’73
Scott Ledbetter ’60
Dudley Lee ’85
Eb LeMaster ’86
Buck Lewis ’73
Scott May ’61
Mac McCarroll ’83
Paul McClure ’69
Allen McCool ’77
Bob McEwan ’84
Jay Mednikow ’82
Rick Moore ’63
Henry Morgan ’61
Allen Morgan ’60
Jess Ossorio ’78
John Phillips ’76
Robert Pyeatt ’78
Steve Rhea ’68
David Rudolph ’81
Monte Sernel ’90
Hank Shelton ’65
David Simpson ’80
Ham Smythe ’77
Curt Taylor ’68
Horace Tipton ’83
Gerald Wade ’74
Trey Watkins ’91
Gary Wunderlich ’88

Phoenix Club members at a golf event
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Parasites,
Snakes,
&
Botflies.
Oh My!
		
by
Melanie Threlkeld McConnell

Dr. Bruce Minkin ’69, an Asheville, North Carolina, hand
surgeon, tried to sit still while his business partner, Chris Lechner, also a
hand surgeon, cut deep into Minkin’s arm. But the pain was sharp, even
with the Novocaine.
Minkin and his family were going to the beach the next day, and
he had asked Lechner to remove a pesky little parasite that had burrowed into Minkin’s arm on a recent caving trip to Belize. It just so
happened Lechner’s wife was hosting a dinner party when Minkin made
the request. To spare the hostess a bloody mess, Minkin climbed into the
couple’s Jacuzzi – to contain the blood, he explains. And then his partner
went to work.
“He’s sitting there cutting this thing out of my elbow area, in the
Jacuzzi, and blood’s just everywhere, and all the kids from the party are
coming up filming it,” Minkin says with a laugh. “It was really hurting
because he was having to dig really deep.”
Lechner grabbed the grape-size cyst (home to the parasite) with his
surgical tweezers and pulled it out. But when he opened it, it was empty.
“He said, ‘I know there’s something in there. I think it got out,’” Minkin
says, clearly enjoying the retelling of this X Files-like story.
Lechner, wearing magnifying lenses, looked back into the cavity in
Minkin’s arm. Eureka! There it was, the inch-and-a-half-long larva, all
covered in spikes.
“He screamed, ‘I’ve got it, I’ve got it,’ Minkin recalls. And out came
the botfly, one of the nastiest little parasites on the face of the earth.
“I wouldn’t feel it all the time,” Minkin says of his unwanted
houseguest. “But for about 15 seconds several times a day it would move
around, and it was awful. It was just like Aliens.”
Welcome to Minkin’s world as an amateur archaeologist and
caver, where face-eating parasites, highly poisonous snakes, and the
incredibly disgusting botfly are the common but worthwhile risks of
exploring Belize’s ancient Mayan caves and their thousand-year-old
artifacts. They are where archaeologists, hieroglyphic experts, pottery experts, and other specialists from all over the world gather to
learn about a civilization that seemed to have vanished at the height
of its development.
It’s a far cry from the bright, sterile space of Minkin’s operating
room but a space in which he seems to feel just as comfortable. The
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attraction, explains Minkin, is in “trying to find out what people lived like
in the past and how it relates with a
culture and in the thrill of discovery, of
finding things that meant something
to people back then, and interpreting
that.” But the Maya haven’t made it
easy. They took extraordinary measures
to hide their ritual sites, Minkin says,
sometimes placing pottery, tools, or
other artifacts in 150-foot pits or on
ledges.
That’s where Minkin’s skill as a
vertical caver comes in. A vertical caver
is one who can rappel into a cave on a
single rope and then climb back up the
rope using special devices on his hands,
feet, and chest. It’s a skill that is necessary when rope ladders and wenching
devices won’t work. It’s a skill Minkin learned as a teenager exploring caves throughout middle Tennessee, Arkansas, and Alabama
with his brother, Steve ’65. Minkin was so skilled at vertical caving that at age 16 he was invited by the Mexican government of
Campeche to help excavate some Mayan burial caves in the jungles
of the Yucatan – a nice diversion for a Memphis kid who found the
drive-thru scene at the local Dairy Queen a bit boring.
Now 54, Minkin rappels into caves the size of auditoriums and
basketball arenas for the sheer joy of discovering something new. So
what has he found? Pottery vessels that are three feet in diameter;
articulated, perfectly preserved skeletons; jade axes; and beautifully
carved pendants, to name a few.
“Basically the Maya believed you had to go through the nine
levels of the underworld until you got to heaven,” Minkin says.
“For probably 1,500 years or more, there’s been evidence of Mayan
use of caves. The ceremonial use became much more complex . . .
around 700-750 A.D. They weren’t taking these things in to use,
really. They were offerings.”
As a result, many of the artifacts – most well preserved – are
lying on the surface undisturbed, just as they were left thousands of
years ago. “That’s one of the urgencies about studying this, too,” he
notes. “The looters realize this stuff ’s just lying there. So with the
encroachment of the rainforest and more and more people going
into these remote areas, it’s important for the archaeologists to get
in to study these artifacts before they’re stolen.”
The research and discovery at these field camps are all directed
through the Belizean government’s Department of Anthropology,
so any artifacts that are found go to museums in Belize. Even the
maps, documents, and other scientific information stay in Belize.
“Nothing leaves Belize,” Minkin says.
But there is more to the searchers’ discoveries than tangible
artifacts. What’s emerging is a picture of the life and death of a
culture and the extreme measures the Maya took once they realized
they were in trouble. “What they are finding is that the caves were
so important to [the Mayan] religious life that they were building big cities around the caves,” Minkin says. “And that all the big
Mayan temples had representations of caves and rivers in them as
part of their belief system.

“What we’ve found is that, as the Mayan culture was collapsing, they were getting more and more desperate. We found human
sacrifice in the caves. Maya around 750 A.D. were at the top of
their game in all aspects of civilization. They were highly skilled in
mathematics and astronomy, and their architecture would rival any
in the world.”
But by 900 A.D., this advanced civilization had melted into
the jungle. “Part of the fascination is – what happened? And how
could it go away so quickly?
One of the theories is they
destroyed their environment
to support their population
base. There were three times
more Maya in this part of
Belize than there are now,
millions of them. They had
stripped down the rainforest
to plant corn. Scientifically,
we believe that the destruction of the rainforest may
have significantly affected
the local rainfalls. There’s not
much standing water to raise
corn. If you have a couple of
bad years and you’re trying
to feed millions of people, a
civilization can collapse really
quickly.”

Minkin will continue his cave exploration in June when he travels to the Caves
Branch area in central Belize to participate
in an ongoing excavation. But his role this
trip, he says, is primarily to survey the area
for new caves. Technologies such as satellites, radar, and thermal imaging make
it possible to identify depressions in the
ground – possible cave entrances – which
Minkin will help search for. However,
Minkin downplays his role on his caving expeditions. He’s just a crew member, he says,
providing medical and logistical support.

Caving and amateur archaeology are not new to Minkin’s son,
Erik, and daughters, Nicole and Alex. He and his wife, Mary Ann,
have taken them along on many excavations. Nicole, now 20, made
her first trip in a backpack at six months old. The Minkins have also
exposed their children’s friends to the adventures of caving, taking as
many as 15 teenagers to caves in middle Tennessee for a weekend of
exploring (it helps that Mary Ann is a nurse). “It’s a great bonding
experience,” Minkin says.
Mary Ann is also from Memphis. The former Mary Ann Lawrence
graduated from Bishop Byrne High
School, but the couple met at St. Jude
Children’s Research Hospital, where
Minkin worked during medical school
and Mary Ann worked as a nurse. Their
joint interest in the world of antiquities
is reflected in their house. The beautiful
two-story structure, built in 1870 by
President James K. Polk’s nephew, sits
on four tree-filled acres in north Asheville and is filled with antiques, fossils,
and other artifacts collected by family
members.
So how did a boy from Memphis
end up as a vertical caving specialist in
the Mayan caves of Belize? Minkin credits his brother, Steve, a geologist, who
died in 2004. Steve was with a church
youth group when he explored his first
Above: Bruce Minkin
cave. Hooked, he was soon taking along
wades the Roaring Creek
River going to the jungle
Bruce and other boys from MUS –
base camp in Belize.
Peter Roop ’69, Nelson Freeburg ’69,
Opposite page: Up to his
Lawrence Keesee ’69, Scott Wellford
neck in water, Minkin
’69, and Mark Frederick ’69. “It was
swims into a dark cave.
Left: In 1969, Steve
a great growing-up experience. All the
Minkin, Henry Bunn,
adventures were there,” Minkin says.
and Bruce Minkin
The boys also turned to their math
excavate a cave in
professor Evin Perdue, who helped them
Campeche, Mexico.
with the archaeology and fossil collecting. “He was a good influence on us as kids,” Minkin says.
Minkin loved archaeology so much that he struggled with
whether to pursue it as a career. In the end, medicine won out. He
has made a name for himself in that field as well. Minkin is known
in western North Carolina for helping
a 14-year-old boy regain the use of his
right hand after a homemade bomb exploded and blew up both of his hands.
Minkin and Lechner worked together
to remove one of the boy’s big toes and
make it his new right-hand thumb. But
that’s another story for another time.
Besides, you get the feeling Minkin
would rather talk about caving.

On Februrary 24, 2005, an area of land in Alabama
was dedicated in memory of Steve Minkin, who
wanted the area saved for future generations
to enjoy studying pre-dinosaur eras.

Melanie Threlkeld McConnell is a
freelance writer who has written several
articles for MUS Today.
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Trojan Rabbit

Fish Bowl

reat artists can gain their initial
inspiration and self-confidence in the
smallest of circumstances. Just ask
Carroll Todd ’72, who credits former
MUS art teacher Marsh Hudson with
encouraging his emerging talent. In the
artist’s senior year, Hudson entered Todd’s
design in a fire prevention poster contest,
and a fire chief came to present a trophy
to Todd during Friday chapel. “I was
embarrassed, but it was also very exciting,” he remembers. “I guess that was the
first time I thought perhaps I was good at
art and could pursue it as a career.” More
by Julia Chesney
than 30 years later, Carroll Todd is a wellregarded sculptor with multiple exhibitions
under his belt and pieces in the collections of AutoZone, IDS Financial Services, and the Memphis Brooks Museum of Art, among many others.
Most of Todd’s work is sculpture, created in his preferred medium of sheet bronze, a stable and durable material that can be easily manipulated and cut. He creates work for display in galleries, including pieces for a successful show at the David Lusk Gallery in November 2005. The
show included a sculpture called “Trojan Rabbit,” a bronze rabbit on wheels with a hidden drawer. Another piece called “Antelope Bike” came out
of his desire to merge the qualities of a bicycle with those of a graceful antelope.
In addition to gallery pieces, Todd also creates commissions for private individuals, museums, municipal organizations, and companies.
His largest commission thus far is an installation in the Little Rock National Airport that measures 24 feet by 24 feet. One of his most recent
large-scale works is a shade sculpture for the Whitehaven Golf Center. Commissioned by the City of
Memphis (through its UrbanArt program), the sculpture is a large stylized steel tree (pictured left).
Overhanging a bench and a walkway at the neighborhood center, the sculpture provides shade for
the golfers using the municipal course. The piece is representative of Todd’s whimsical style and his
reinterpretation of organic forms. “My inspiration often comes from life,” Todd says. “I
see objects or animals or things, and I want to change them to make
them my own. I recreate them.”
He says, “I love to work with clients to build pieces that they really want
to live with. I have created gates for driveways, doors for businesses, fountains
for swimming pools, and sculptures for specific sites.” He is constantly working, and his process is complex. “To design and fabricate a piece of work
takes a long time. I draw all the time. When I finally perfect a drawing,
I build a scale model to see it in three dimensions. Then I begin to build in
bronze. The act of building takes many steps: cutting the heavy bronze sheets,
forming them, hammering or rolling them, welding the pieces, grinding their
seams, sanding and grinding more, and then mixing different materials to create patinas. I often think back to former MUS science instructor Larry Shurlds
and chemistry; I wish I had studied that more. Next I apply the chemicals to the
bronze heated by the torch. The chemicals and heat create a reaction with the
metal to make the patina. Then, after finishing the work, I meet with the clients
to assure that they love the piece I have created for them.”
According to gallery owner David Lusk, “For me and for Carroll’s fans and
collectors, his ability to create sculpture that is at the same time fluid, lyrical, whimsical, and sexy out of a material as tough, boorish, and unwieldy
as bronze is unbelievable. Carroll is able to create a powerful effect out of a
very small, minimal, but extremely important curve or turn, which makes his
pieces smart and sublimely accomplished. And he seems to do all that with
ease and a constant smile on his face.”

Bringing Home the Bronze
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Red Bull

Snake in the Grass

Actually, Todd’s path to professional success began with the inAfter a year teaching at MUS, Todd won a graduate fellowship
spiration and guidance of his teachers at MUS. Melvin Cooper taught
to pursue an M.F.A. at Cornell University. There he worked with wellhim the basics of design, page layout, and photo cropping while Todd
known sculptors who gave him further encouragement. Upon graduwas the editor of the underclassmen section of the yearbook. Todd
ation in 1978, he moved to New York City, where he worked at a firm
credits the lasting influence of Jim Russell in establishing his joy of
that fabricated other artists’ designs (among them Donald Judd, one of
reading; even today he is a member of a men’s book club that reads
the 20th Century’s more important American sculptors). After years of
and discusses different works. George Elder, speech instructor and
paying his dues, making pieces for the design firm as well as creating
head of the Theater Department, had a significant impact on Todd
his own work, Todd met Alice Bingham, an art dealer from Memphis.
by encouraging him to paint and build sets for plays and by inviting
She and her partner, Penny Schmidt, sold his work to museums, corhim to travel to New York for a theater trip after his senior year. And,
porate collections, and individuals including Bill Cosby. His work hangs
according to Todd, Marsh Hudson “introduced me to opportunities
in the corporate collections of AutoZone (founded by Pitt Hyde ’61)
that I had never considered before.” Hudson gave art instruction and
and Tudor Investment Company (headed by Paul Tudor Jones ’72).
encouraged Todd to submit drawings to the MUSe, the school’s literTodd says, “My wife, Christine, likes to tell about the morning she was
ary magazine. It was also Hudson who suggested that Todd pursue
watching the Today Show. Jack Welch, the former CEO of General
an undergraduate degree from an art college.
Electric, was being interviewed in his office by Katie Couric and there,
Armed with the discipline, intellectual curiosity, and confidence
in full view beside him, was my sculpture.”
in his artistry gained at MUS, Todd entered Memphis College of Art.
In 1996, Todd and his family – wife, Christine, and twin daughDespite having less experience in drawing and painting than his felters, May and Caroline, now age 14 – moved back to Memphis. After
low incoming freshmen, Todd thrived at the college, studying studio
the birth of his daughters, he says, “We traveled back and forth from
art and art history. He also served as student body president – “a
New York to Memphis so often to see our families that we decided it
leadership position, the skills for which I thank MUS,” he remarks.
would be more reasonable to move home.” The family now lives in
Upon graduation in 1976, he returned to MUS for a one-year
Midtown, and Todd has a studio in the Cooper-Young district.
engagement as an art instructor in the
Memphis is lucky to have
newly built Fisher Fine Arts Wing. Of his
the skilled and talented Todd.
experience, Todd recalls, “During the
And he appreciates the ability
year I chaperoned MUS dances, attended
to work in a city with a thriva season of football games, built inflating art scene and the comforts
able outdoor sculptures with groups of
of home. “I loved living in New
students, and taught students to look inYork, but we are glad to be back
tently at life and to draw what they saw.”
in Memphis,” he says. “Having
He goes on to say, “To this day,
family here is so important. It is
one of my strongest memories as a new
much easier in Memphis to get
teacher was to learn first-hand of the
most material and supplies. With
Christine, Caroline, Carroll, and May Todd
teachers’ and administrators’ care and
FedEx it is easy to ship all over the
concern for each individual student. I was gratified to see how much
world.” Todd hasn’t forgotten MUS either. He speaks warmly of the
they really cared. Perhaps as a student the tendency is to take the
school and laughs when talking about his twin daughters, “May is at
teachers for granted; but being on the other side, I saw their deterGrace-St. Luke’s, and Caroline is at St. Mary’s. It’s fun to see how difmination and the sacrifices they made to encourage the students to
ferent the girls are, but how much they both want us to take them to
become what they could become.”
watch MUS football games!”
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in the spotlight

The ambitious MUS Theater

Company, better known as
MUSt C Productions, stages
two shows each year –
a comedy or drama and
a musical. MUSt C involves
many MUS students, as well
as girls from area schools,
in all aspects of theatrical
production: acting, directing,
lighting, stage crafts, sound,
public relations, and theater
house management. As if that
weren’t enough, seniors often
stage a student-produced
play, and alumni performers
frequently gather for a
summer show.
If you haven't seen a good
play lately, then you haven't
been to a MUSt C Production!
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Sunday in the Park with George

In the second act of Sunday in the Park with George, the protagonist,
George, sings, “Art isn’t easy . . . hold to your vision . . . no compromises.”
MUSt C Productions presented an uncompromisingly high-caliber
mounting of Sunday in the Park with George in the Hyde Chapel on October 27-29, with direction by Flip Eikner ’77 and technical design by Andy
Saunders. Everyone involved experienced the lessons of James Lapine’s Pulitzer Prize-winning script firsthand during three months of arduous rehearsals,
striving to hold to their vision, difficult though that tenacity may have been.
The first act of Sunday in the Park with George recounts the artistic
process by which Georges Seurat, the Post-Impressionist painter, may have
created his most famous canvas, Sunday Afternoon on the Island of La Grande
Jatte (1884-86). In the second act, set a century later in 1985, another artist
named George, who may be Seurat’s great-grandson, politicks at a museum
reception to win sponsorship for his own artistic projects.
Stephen Sondheim’s musical palette echoes Seurat’s color palette, but it
also reflects the relationships among the play’s main characters. George the
artist (played by Walter Klyce) must find harmony with the other people in
his life, whose personalities clash with his, who are emblematically represented especially by a fictitious woman named Dot (Louise Smythe).
Other actors in the cast included David Minervini, Danny Travis, Ed
Porter, Peter Travis, Preston Battle, Alexander Fones, Hunter Edens, Robert
Duffley, and Brandon Parrish. Also included in the cast were Morgan Beckford, Caiti Clark, Evie Lyras, Mari Earle, and Amanda Castroverde from St.
Mary’s Episcopal School; Allison O’Connor from Houston High School;
and Katherine Threlkeld, Jules Jordan, and Nicole Warner from Hutchison
School.
Equally important to this production were MUS students who served as
crew members: William Shows, Skip Aymett, Austin Beckford, Roger Chu,
Hunter Hagewood, Parker Joyner, Will Mays, Bill McCann, John Carr, Derek
Fox, Ferrell Varner, Collier Calandruccio, Jonathan Tutor, Mike Montesi,
Thomas Harvell, Samir Sheth, Mazen Istanbouli, and the theater production
class.

The Good Doctor

The MUSt C Production of Neil
Simon’s The Good Doctor was presented in
Hyde Chapel on March 2-4. This comedy
described by Simon himself as “vaudeville” instead of a play is a compilation of
sketches, which Simon adapted from the
short stories of Anton Chekhov – not the
mature Chekhov of The Sea Gull and The
Three Sisters, but Chekhov as a young man
“who wrote humorous stories to pay his way
through medical school.”
The Broadway production of The
Good Doctor premiered in 1973 shortly
after Simon’s major success with theater
and movie versions of The Odd Couple and
before he began the long string of autobiographical plays that would culminate in Lost
in Yonkers. Not as commercially successful as many other Simon plays,
The Good Doctor nevertheless represents all that is wonderful in his
enormous body of work: wit, clever language, joy, honest appraisal of
life, and love for the common man.
In the MUS production of The Good Doctor, Walter Klyce played
the narrator who tied all the sketches together. Playing various roles
throughout the production were Danny Travis, Jonathan Davenport,
Ed Porter, Peter Travis, Preston Battle, and Hunter Edens. Portraying the female roles were Mary Claire Smythe and Louise Smythe
from Hutchison School and
Mari Earle, Kathryn Owen, and
Amanda Castroverde from St.
Mary’s Episcopal School. Andy
Saunders directed the production, with costumes by Debby
Jacobs and scenery painting by
Flip Eikner ’77. Students who
assumed important responsibilities behind the scenes were
Roger Chu, Ferrell Varner, Derek
Fox, William Payne, John Carr,
Austin Beckford, Parker Joyner,
Will Mays, Andrew Jehl, Asad
Dilawari, Alexander Fones, and
the theater production class.

Jonathan Davenport and Peter Travis; Above right: Ed Porter

Mari Earle
Left: Walter Klyce
Below: Kathryn
Owen and Preston Battle

Mary Claire Smythe, Preston Battle, and Kathryn Owen
Left: Walter Klyce and Louise Smythe
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Artificial
Intelligence,

Linguistics,

and One Smart

Robot

A

main themes of PKD’s writing are one, what is real, and two,
what is human.
“David got to talking to some people he knew at WIRED
magazine, and they loved the idea. They invited us to make a
PKD robot and exhibit it at their annual showcase, NextFest.
So we all collaborated to make it happen.
“The original two groups involved were the FedEx
Institute of Technology at the University of Memphis (FIT)
and David’s
startup comConversation with Andrew Olney
pany, Hanson
Robotics. As
time went on, David enlisted help from the University of Texas
at Arlington, which has a robotics lab. They helped redesign
and manufacture a robot based on David’s original prototypes.
“In terms of labor, I wrote the software and created the
AI, David and ARRI created the robot, and FIT provided the
manpower to staff our exhibit at WIRED and to create the set.
There really were a lot of people involved; you can see a finer
breakdown on our website: http://www.pkdandroid.com.”

How did you go about developing

If you’ve seen Minority Report, Total Recall, or Blade Runner, then you’re familiar with the work of science fiction writer
Philip K. Dick. The author died 23 years ago; but thanks to the
work of Andrew Olney ’95 and his colleagues, you can still
have a conversation with Dick (PKD to his followers). Currently
a Ph.D. student at the University of Memphis, Olney has been
receiving praise for the software he developed for the PKD
robot. This robotic likeness of the sci-fi great has been charming
attendees at robotic conferences all year, winning Olney first
place honors in the freestyle robot competition at the National
Conference of Artificial Intelligence at Pittsburg last July. Since
we at MUS Today haven’t had the opportunity to meet the PKD
robot ourselves, we interviewed Olney and asked him to tell us,
in his own words, about this project.

How did you come to be involved

with the Philip K. Dick robot?
“Art Graesser, a professor I work with at the University of
Memphis, met David Hanson, an artist from Dallas, at a conference. David was interested in AutoTutor, a computer tutor
that we have developed, because it uses very robust artificial
intelligence (AI) to hold a conversation. Since David was
looking for a brain for his robot, Art invited him to visit us in
Memphis. After a couple of visits, David and I were brainstorming about all the things we could do with the robots. We were
talking about making robots of famous people when David
suggested making a robot of Philip K Dick. I thought that was
a tremendous idea, and not just a little ironic, because PKD in
many of his books has robot characters who act like people and
some people who act like robots. It is often said that the two
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the software for the PKD robot?
“I’ve been leading the software development of AutoTutor
for several years, so I have a lot of experience in conversational AI, natural language processing, speech recognition,
character creation and animation, etc. However, there were a
lot of different technologies in the PKD robot that I had never
combined; moreover, the conversation system for AutoTutor,
as powerful as it is, isn’t particularly suited for small talk,
storytelling, and some of the other things we wanted the robot
to be able to do. So what I did was create a modular system,
where various technologies were hosted by a central decisionmaking system, which formed the glue and control structure
to make everything work together.
“Of course, that’s just the technical side – I also wanted
to create art, a robot with the warmth and personality of
PKD. To do that, I had to find a way of putting his knowledge,
humor, and style of speech into the robot. That’s a pretty
hard problem and, depending on how you define it, impossible. The approach I used is based around a technique called
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), which allows you to represent
concepts in terms of a space. Therefore, similar concepts are
close together in this space. Using about 20 PKD books as well
as some interviews, speeches, and essays, I created an LSA
space that I used for multiple purposes. One was to map what
people said to the robot onto PKD’s conceptual framework. For
example, if someone asked, ‘Do you dream of electric sheep?’
the robot might start talking about the movie Blade Runner
or the book Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep? Another use
was for organizing all of PKD’s spoken material, which I used
heavily so that the robot would have the same conversational
style (in terms of syntactic constructions) as PKD. Sometimes a
whole PKD sentence might be spoken by the robot; sometimes
it would take pieces of several PKD sentences and splice them
together in a novel way.

“Finally, to fill in the blanks on some areas of small talk, I
also incorporated a PKD-ized version of the ALICE chatterbot,
which the robot used to answer questions like ‘What is your
name?’ and ‘How are you today?’ This chatterbot model was
incorporated into all the other models so that every time someone spoke to the robot, about 20 different responses were generated (one of them by the chatterbot), and then a rank/filtering
process chose the best one, using some LSA techniques that our
lab is leading the world in.

with Cognitive Science, that department was one of the top
departments in the world.
“After that degree I decided to do a Master’s. I was
interested in unsupervised and reinforcement learning and
how these could refine models of language learning and communication. So I went to the University of Sussex, which has
an interesting bridge program in that area, and that program
helped me make up for some lost time in computer science/
formal language theory, which is what I did my thesis on. I’m
actually continuing that work now in my dissertation.
“When I came back to the States, I was looking for a permanent job. That’s when the internet bubble had burst and
job prospects were not particularly enticing. While I was looking, I started operating as SpeakEasy Communications (the
name I use when I do consulting work),
and that’s when I saw an ad on something
called the Linguist List (a linguistics email announcement list). The ad reported
on research going on at the Institute for
Intelligent Systems (IIS) at the University of
Memphis. I was surprised to find out that
they were conducting world-class research
Left: Andrew Olney makes
right here in Memphis. That’s how I got
adjustments to PKD.
involved with the AutoTutor project, which
Inset: The robot from the
paid for my Ph.D. while I worked there.
back reveals his wiry side.
And I’ve been working there ever since.
“And here’s a side note that might be of interest to MUS
“The most interesting part of the work was the language
side, which involved making a complete conversational portrait
students: this is a great place for students interested in educaof PKD. The most challenging part was to integrate disparate
tion, computer science, and psychology to do summer interntechnologies for the robot to see, hear, speak, understand,
ships.”
recognize faces, etc., when none of these had been originally
You’re busy working on your dissertation
designed to work with each other. That required a substantial
at Memphis now. What’s next after you
amount of computer voodoo.”
complete your Ph.D.?
You’ve gone from Memphis to England and
“My dissertation is titled ‘The Unsupervised Induction of
back to Memphis again. How did you end up
Latent Semantic Grammars with Application to Parsing.’ I’m
in London (at the University College of London)
continuing work from my Master’s on grammar induction,
after MUS, and how did you get on your current
which is basically teaching languages to a computer. It’s a
path when you came back to Memphis?
fundamental problem in science because just about anything
“When I was looking at colleges, my major concern was
can be represented as a language. For example, there’s a lot
that I wanted to go to a large, multicultural city. I applied at
of cross-pollination right now between my field and bioinall the obvious places in the U.S., e.g. Columbia, Georgetown,
formatics/genetic engineering because the genome can be
etc. It didn’t take me long to realize that it was going to be very
represented as a language (set of strings), e.g. aggctaagg. The
expensive. So I expanded my search, thought about Canada
ideas are very similar, no matter what the application.
for about five minutes, and then thought (because of my over“I’ve had to stop working on the PKD robot so that I
whelming background in geography), ‘Well,
can concentrate on my dissertation. I plan to
they speak English in England.’ I don’t know
continue a project I started before I met David
why more people don’t do it; I guess because
Hanson, one involving animatronic educait’s a little ‘outside the box.’ I saved quite a bit
tional toys, after I graduate.”
of money by going there. It cost $10,000 a year
to go to London for three years. So an entire
Olney invites you to learn more about the
degree’s tuition in London cost about the same
PKD robot and other projects by visiting IIS at
as one year at Georgetown. Plus, it’s London;
http://www.iismemphis.org and FIT at http://fedex.
there’s no place in the world that’s Englishmemphis.edu/. “We have public events that are
speaking and more multicultural than that.
listed on the websites, so come on out if you see
Finally, for the degree I was doing in Linguistics
something interesting.”
Andrew Olney with his wife, Rachel
APRIL 2006
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Heaven
Above
theAegean Sea
by Craig Walzer ’99

In the spring of 2002, my friend Oliver and I found ourselves
with a six-week holiday between terms during our year of visiting
study at Oxford University. A classic student plan took shape. We’d
take separate routes south and meet in Athens in three weeks, where
his mom’s co-worker’s mother had an empty apartment to lend us in
the middle of the city. We’d eat some feta cheese, drink some Ouzo,
and study for the exams awaiting us back in England.
In the midst of our Greek siesta, we decided to see the islands.
At the port of Piraeus, a ferry was due to leave in 15 minutes, and
we jumped on. We floated toward Santorini, a crescent-shaped island
carved out of a volcanic explosion some 3,500 years ago.
We docked at twilight, and as we hiked toward the town of
Imerovigli, the dawn rose. I found myself at the top of plunging cliffs
above the Aegean Sea, and it was one of the most beautiful places
I’d ever seen. We spent a week wandering the cliffs, pausing for slow
lunches soaked in olive oil; but by the second day, it was clear to me
that we needed a plan to get back here again, and soon.
There was no bookshop on the island, and I love bookshops. As
we drank some wine, I said to Oliver, “We should open a bookshop.”
Oliver named it Atlantis Books, since they say that before the earthquake this island was Plato’s lost city of Atlantis. We made plans to
learn whatever we could about Greek small businesses and the bookselling trade. The two of us laughed about how our children would
run the shop someday.

Back in England a few weeks later, another friend Tim took me
for a walk along the Sussex coast. I told him about the bookshop and
asked him if he would like to help build it. Tim said, “Great!”
For a year the idea percolated as I went about graduating from
Brown University. Around my thesis deadline, I was on the phone
with yet another friend Chris talking about the bookshop. Chris
asked if he could come. So now there were four of us.
A mutual friend introduced me to Maria, a
Greek Cypriot working at a bookshop in London. Tim’s cousin Will began designing a logo
for our stamp and a website for us: www.atlantisbooks.org. So four had become six.
We devoted six months to saving money,
finding books, settling debts, writing, reading,
and thinking. Tim borrowed a van from a friend.
I asked anyone and everyone about opening a
business in Greece and began piecing together a
picture from the bits and pieces I could garner
from the consulates, embassies, and chambers
of commerce. But truly we had no idea what we
were getting into.
On New Year’s morning 2004, we left Paris
in the van and ploughed across the continent,
finally landing in Oia, a town on the northwest
tip of Santorini. We found an empty building
facing the sunset, drank some whiskey, and
signed a lease on a beautiful, old cave-house
carved into the side of the cliffs of Oia. We found
a dog and a cat, opened a bank account, applied
for a business lease, and made some friends.
While laughably clueless in many respects,
we were fiercely determined in others. We would
build the shop with our own hands as much as possible – from the
construction to the electrics and plumbing. Our materials would
not be bought, but rather salvaged from the island’s many beaches
and junkyards. Beautiful pieces of driftwood, old window frames,
and sanded-down pallets were transformed into shelves; and as locals

Craig Walzer (right) and a friend stand at the entrance to the bookstore.
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started peeking in and smiling at our project, we suddenly found
ourselves awash in generous donations to the cause: big thick beams,
old marble desks, pots and pans, and even books.
Our shop would be our home as well. We built beds and mezzanines tucked within the bookshelves. We set up a kitchen with
stove, sink, and oven. The residents of Atlantis Books are the ones
who make it run; we open when we rise and close when we fall asleep.
We operate as an open collective in which individuals exchange their
talents and resources for warm meals and a place to sleep. Some come
to stay for a week, others for a year. Some cross the ocean to visit, and
others stumble in by chance and decide to stay. Over a hundred visitors have come, played, and worked with
us and then moved on. No salaries
are paid; the project has no
aim of financial gain, only
of self-sustenance.
The skeleton of
our bookshop was
ready within months,
and in April 2004
we opened our doors
to the residents and
visitors of Santorini.
The shop offers an
eclectic mix of new
and used books acquired from a variety
of sources, including
new books purchased
from distributors in
Athens and England,
used books purchased
from dealers around
Europe, and donations of old library
collections from
family and friends.
Our wide range of suppliers has allowed us to stock a well-rounded
bookshop that concentrates on books in English and Greek but also
has substantial sections in German, French, Italian, Spanish, and
Dutch. We dedicate most of our shelf space to novels but also stock
(amongst others) poetry, theater, philosophy, history, and religion as
well as a large collection of works on Greek history, art, literature, and
culture. Our two cave-rooms of books now hold a stock of over seven
thousand titles.
And so our bookshop runs. As the business provides for our basic
needs of shelter and food, we are free to devote time and energy to
artistic pursuits. We host life-drawing classes and impromptu readings
on our roof. Tim plays the violin at sunset when he’s in town. Last
spring we hosted the first international tzatziki festival. All the locals
submitted entries of the yogurt, cucumber, and garlic dip, and the
entire town reeked of garlic for days. We’ve bought a projector and
host free film showings of art-house cinema in the evenings. Atlantis
Cinema has shown the works of Ingmar Bergman, Lars von Trier, the
Coen Brothers, Krzysztof Kieslowski, and Pee Wee Herman. We have
a liberal definition of art-house.

Last summer Maria partnered with local children’s book author
Kostoulla Tomadaki to host events for the primary school of Oia. The
children and Kostoulla sat out on our terrace and read together from
her story books while we served them watermelon and homemade
lemonade and tried to keep them from spilling things. Last October
we turned the bookshop into a classroom for a day. The children
came in three sessions for a series of activities inspired by Kostoulla’s
new book and the theme, “Oia: Past and Present.” The day was filled
with discussion, slideshows, bookbinding demonstrations, story
compositions, and drawing, fueled by cake and juice and surprisingly few spills. Atlantis Books gathered the material produced by the
children and composed a book that was
presented at the launch of a new
school building. The book is
now being prepared for a
major printing of several
thousand copies and was
featured on the front
page of the children’s
section of Kathemerini,
the largest national
newspaper in Greece.
As I write this in
September 2005, Atlantis Books is pushing
through toward the end
of our second season.
Chris and Maria are
fretting over negotiations
with our landlord for a
lease extension. Luke, an
old friend and former
manager of Shakespeare
& Company bookstore
in Paris, is living in the
bookshop, too, finally
finishing the pulp novel
he’s been meaning to write for years now. A tall Greek boy named
Panos, from Thessaloniki, is helping to keep the high shelves stocked.
And the rest of us have scattered off: Tim to London, Will to Edinburgh, Oliver to Brooklyn, others to elsewhere.
I myself write from a cozy apartment in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Our shop on Santorini is perfectly beautiful, and the quiet life
of a bookseller is all I had hoped it could be. I am utterly, dancingly
thrilled by the success of the Atlantis Books venture. I hope it stays
alive for years and years and that the old team and the new shepherds
can continue returning to our second home. But Atlantis Books was
never meant to be my life’s work. So with a living dream in my back
pocket, I’ve returned to the States and have begun a joint degree in
law and public policy through Harvard Law School and the John F.
Kennedy School of Government, focusing on the areas of human
rights and education. It’s a rush to be back in the real world and living
in a bustling city. But as the first leaves turn orange and then fall, I
know the New England winter looms and exams are only 12 weeks
away. How nice it is to daydream of a quiet cave filled with good
books and fine friends, perched on cliffs above the Aegean Sea.
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From the Archives

Student Publications:
1955-56 to 2005-06
Student publications have always been very strong sources for
MUS history, but they were much more so before the school had
professionals preserving, recording, and retelling its stories. The
yearbook and student
newspapers from the new
school’s first year are
cases in point. Moreover, a comparison between them and the
quality of current student publications is indicative of how far the
new MUS has come in its first
50 years. To paraphrase an old
television commercial, “We’ve
come a long way, baby!”
— John E. Harkins
Ross McCain Lynn Chair of
History and School Historian

Pictured above from 1956, the MUS
yearbook and student newsletter

Right, the Owl's Hoot, the current
student newspaper which often
features special color inserts;
top right, the 2005 yearbook,
now called The Owl.
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our gifts in honor of special friends or in memory of loved ones directly enable young men at MUS
to receive the best education available. Memorials to Memphis University School support the Annual
Fund program. Families of those whose memories are honored will be notified by an appropriate card
with an acknowledgment to the donor. We gratefully acknowledge the following gifts to the school:*

M

E M O R I A L S

JOHN W. APPERSON, JR.
Mr. Sam C. Gary ’62
HENRY H. HAIZLIP, JR.
Mr. Sam C. Gary ’62
BETHEL TERRY IRWIN, JR.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold L. Bohannon
ALFRED D. MASON, JR. ’17
Mrs. Burt Kauffman
MRS. SAMUEL S. REMBERT, JR.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy E. Bell, Jr.
Mr. John D. Canale III ’63
Mr. and Mrs. David V. Dow ’69
Lillian D. Dunavant
Mrs. William H. Evans
Mr. and Mrs. P. Trowbridge Gillespie, Jr. ’65
Mr. John H. Keesee ’69
Mr. R. H. Larry
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Laughlin ’62
Lucy and Tom Lee
Jean and Frank Norfleet
Gail and Ozzie Schaefer
Mary and Malcolm Wood ’71
DR. JERRY WEEMS
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis L. Haguewood
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew F. Saunders III

H

Why Give to the Annual Fund?
by Richard Scharff ’80

I give to MUS because of the education I received and
the great friendships I still have from my days at school.
I hope that my two sons will have the opportunity to have
the same experiences that I did and still cherish with great
pride. The friendships I have today with so many of my fellow alumni are very special. We still talk about those great
memories as though it were yesterday. To this day, George
Skouteris ’80 still mentions his one-vote victory over me
for student government. When I visit the school, the teachers still make me feel so welcome, and it’s great to see those
who had a positive impact on my education. It seems that
every day I either talk to or see an alumnus I went to school
with. There are not many high schools in this country that
create the strong feelings and attachments the alumni have
for each other or this great school. I will continue to give
to the Annual Fund to show my appreciation for all that
I have gained from my experience at MUS.

O N O R A R I U M S

W. LINWOOD ASKEW III
Mrs. Kevin A. McDonell
A. ROBERT BOELTE, JR.
C. Barham Ray, Jr. ’99
DYLAN B. CUNNINGHAM ’09
Carol and Charles Sharpe
MASON CHRISTIAN KAUFFMAN, JR. ’10
Mrs. Burt Kauffman
TERRY L. MCFARLAND, JR. ’99
Mr. Andrew G. Steffens ’99
MOM AND DAD
Mr. Kenneth C. Koleyni ’93
WILLIAM S. PICKENS ’06
Mr. and Mrs. Michael B. Pickens ’86
MATTHEW B. H. WILLIAMS ’10
Pam and Brian Williams
SCOTT S. WILLIAMS ’03
Pam and Brian Williams

Richard Scharff and his wife, Mary, live in Memphis with their
sons, David (left) and Frederick. Scharff is a member of the MUS Class
of 1980 along with his twin brother, Jon. He graduated from the University of Tennessee and is currently a vice president in Merrill Lynch’s Private Client Group, having worked there for more than 20 years. He is in
partnership with Tom Williams, overseeing $600 million in client assets.
Scharff serves as vice president of the board of the Harwood Center, an
organization for children with developmental disabilities. Active supporters of MUS, he and his wife are members of the Thorn Society.

*Includes gifts received January 1 – February 28, 2006
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You can ensure the future of Memphis University School, benefit generations
of students yet to come, and link your name permanently to MUS with a gift
through an estate plan.
“My gifts to MUS are a vital
part of my estate plan, and
I have the satisfaction of
knowing I’m making an
impact on the education of
future leaders of Memphis.”
— Bruce B. Hopkins ’68
Executive Vice President
First Tennessee Bank

Jerry Peters Gets It
MUS Coach Jerry Peters, the winningest high school basketball coach in
Shelby County history, was inducted into
the Rhodes College Haygood Hall of Fame
this past October. The Hall of Fame, created in tribute to Rhodes’s rich tradition of
sports, “honors those individuals who have
either made outstanding contributions
to the athletic program of the college, or
who have distinguished themselves – and
brought honor to the college – through
their athletic accomplishments after their
years at Rhodes.”
A 1960 graduate of Rhodes (then
Southwestern), Peters was a member of
the Lynx basketball and baseball teams
and earned a degree in political science. He
worked for a short time as a reporter for
The Commercial Appeal before beginning
his career at Memphis University School
in the fall of 1960.
A beloved history instructor, Peters has
served as MUS’s head basketball coach for
41 years, teaching and coaching generations of students. In 2001, he celebrated
his eight-hundredth win on the court and
currently holds a Tennessee state record
for wins at a single school. Peters ended
the 2005-06 season with an impressive
902-344 career record.
Speaking at the induction was John
Keesee ’69, a graduate of the Rhodes Class
of ’73. Keesee spoke of what it means to
have it, both in life and sports. He described
22
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The Crest & Cornerstone Society recognizes individuals who have ensured
the future strength of the school by including Memphis University School
as a direct beneficiary of a variety of estate plans, including will provisions,
charitable remainder trusts, and life insurance policies.
If you would like more information on how a gift to MUS may also provide
income for life for you or your loved ones, result in a current income
tax deduction, and reduce estate and capital gains taxes, contact the
Office of Development at 901-260-1350.

government; coaching
cross country, football,
basketball, track; and
leading young men at
MUS.”
During his tenure
at MUS, Peters has been
honored with the Jean
Barbee Hale Award for
Outstanding Service, the
Distinguished Teaching
Award, and the John M.
Nail Outstanding Teaching Award. He also holds
the A. Robert Boelte, Jr.,
Chair of Excellence in
Teaching.
Mike Clary, director
of athletics at Rhodes,
said that Peters wasn’t
necessarily being recognized because he was a
great athlete at Rhodes
Jerry Peters and John Keesee
but because he’s been a
significant influence on
it as the “dynamic something that comes
the Memphis community since then. “We
in your very heart and soul that says ‘I can,
all have been inspired by Coach Peters
I will, I must.’” Keesee noted that in his
and his passion for and love of teaching
time with Coach Peters, he saw him live
and coaching young people, whatever the
two principles, both of which he passed
subject or the sport,” said Clary.
on to his classes and teams – the first
Many MUS students and alumni feel
being a desire to do the right things and
indebted to Coach Peters for his service
the second an attitude of always looking
to the school. His dedication to education
for reasons to succeed instead of excuses
and coaching is unmatched. Keesee says,
to fail. In living these principles, Keesee
“I, along with all of the MUS community,
says that “for over 40 years, Coach Peters
am better for having been connected to
has gotten it when it comes to teaching
Coach Peters.”

Is There
Anything
this Guy
Can’t Do?

Faculty Profile

wrestling at MUS. At the
same time, he and Kay
were beginning the process
of adopting a child. They
heard about an agency in
San Antonio, Texas, which
placed children of Hispanic
descent with American
families. They loved the
Degrees in engineering,
idea and agreed to educate
business, and Spanish. Work
their child in Hispanic
as a naval aircraft navigaheritage and language.
tor, a translator, and a math
They adopted Evan, now 7,
instructor. Experience in
in 1998 and Jake, age 5,
Japan, Latin America, and
in 2001.
Memphis. Such has been the
Having already begun
varied personal history of
to study Spanish, Knaff was
John Knaff, algebra and
even more motivated to
economics teacher at MUS.
learn the language. He took
A graduate of Penn State
classes at the University of
with a B.S. in electrical enMemphis and before long
gineering, Knaff had a long
realized that a master’s
naval career before coming
degree in the field was
to MUS in 1996. Having
becoming a feasible goal.
gone to college on a Navy
Even with two young chilROTC scholarship, he began
dren, a full-time teaching
The Knaffs: John, Kay, Evan and Jake
his career with a stint as a
job, a coaching position,
naval flight officer (NFO) in Pensacola, Florida, navigating
and a commitment to the Navy Reserve, he completed
an EA-6B Prowler aircraft. From there he spent three years
his M.A. in Romance Languages in 2003. Knaff has had
in Japan, working as an officer on the USS Midway aircraft
the opportunity to use his Spanish language skills several
carrier.
times in international travel. In 2003 he did a great deal
Upon his return from Japan, Knaff moved to Oxford,
of translating while on a Navy Reserve trip to El Salvador.
Mississippi, where he taught in the Navy ROTC program at
He, along with Kay and Evan, went on the MUS Spanish
Ole Miss while simultaneously pursuing an M.B.A. there.
immersion trip to Guatemala in the summer of 2005. For
An executive suggested that speaking a second language
the Knaffs, the study of Spanish is a family affair. Kay, a
would be an excellent way for a fledgling businessman to
social worker for Youth Villages, is working at the landistinguish himself from his peers. The idea appealed to
guage to better serve her Hispanic constituents. Each parhim, so he took two Spanish correspondence classes. Upon
ent works with Evan and Jake at developing their basic
graduation from business school, Knaff signed on to a
Spanish skills and learning about Hispanic culture.
three-year post as a tactical action officer (TAO) on the USS
John Knaff’s diverse background is a product of his
Constellation in San Diego. While living on the West coast,
intellectual curiosity and a willingness to try new things.
he visited Cuernavaca, Mexico, for an intensive, three-week
Not content to merely concern himself with engineering,
Spanish class to experience the culture and engage in conhe has pursued a professional and personal path that
centrated instruction in the language.
has made him a well-rounded individual and stimulating
In late 1995, Knaff left active duty (though he is
instructor. His enthusiasm for both learning and teaching
still a member of the Navy Reserve) and moved with his
makes him a perfect role model in the MUS community.
wife, Kay, to Memphis. Knaff credits a chance meeting
at an adoption workshop with former MUS teacher Don
Editor’s Note: As of this writing, John Knaff has been
Madeksho with his introduction to MUS. Upon Madeksho’s
called from reserve status into active duty by the United States
suggestion, he applied for an open position at the school.
Navy. It will be a short assignment – four months – and we
Having enjoyed his teaching experience at Ole Miss, Knaff
look forward to his return for the 2006-07 school year. We apwas excited by the opportunity to teach math and coach
preciate his commitment, both to the school and his country.
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Son Bayard Snowden and his
wife, Lisa, Flo and honoree
Bobby Snowden, and their
granddaughter, Catherine
Trahan, and her father,
Doug Ferris ’63

A Tribute to Robert Galloway Snowden
Trustees, faculty, staff, and friends of the school honored Robert Galloway Snowden, second chairman
of the board of MUS, at a portrait unveiling in February. His portrait, along with those of other board
chairmen, will hang permanently in the Loeb Conference Room as part of the newly established Chairman
Portrait Series. Current board chair Trow Gillespie ’65 and former chairman Ben Adams ’74 presented the
portrait and recounted some of Bobby Snowden’s many contributions to the school at the unveiling of the
painting by renowned artist Frank Morris.
Bobby Snowden served as a member of the Board of Trustees from 1954 to 1981. As one of the first
trustees of the school, he helped raise funds and oversee the creation of the new MUS. He was instrumental
in choosing the location at Park and Ridgeway, and he and his son, Bayard Snowden ’68, wielded the ceremonial shovel at the groundbreaking for the school. Snowden’s father, J. Bayard Snowden, Sr., had been the
first pupil to sign up for the old MUS, and his grandson Robert Snowden ’03 would be a future graduate.
Bobby Snowden spent 24 years as chairman of the building and grounds committee, playing a leading role
in the development of the campus and its facilities. Snowden contracted the work for the new school, which
initially included the dining room and kitchen, the south hall of the Upper School building and its six classrooms, and the science labs and locker rooms running down to where the Todd-Snowden Gym is now. He
was vice chairman of the board from 1965 to 1978 and served as chairman of the board from 1978 to 1981.
During Snowden’s tenure as chairman, Gene Thorn became headmaster, MUS celebrated the twenty-fifth
anniversary of the opening of the new school, and the McCaughan Science Center was constructed after a
$1.2 million capital campaign. Even after his tenure on the board had ended, Snowden played an integral
part in improving the campus. As a member of the Steering Committee and a major donor to the Doors to
New Opportunities campaign, he helped raise $18 million for capital improvements.
While the buildings and grounds at 6191 Park Avenue are constantly changing and improving, the core
mission of the school remains constant. The Chairman Portrait Series was established to honor the school
leaders who created and sustained the tradition of excellence at MUS. A portrait of the first board chairman,
Alexander W. Wellford, Sr. ’30, already hangs at school, and next year will see the unveiling of a portrait
of the school’s third chairman, Roy Bell, Jr..
The Alumni Executive Board is likewise honoring faculty who have demonstrated significant service to
the school through a Faculty Portrait Series. The alumni board will unveil one portrait per year, with each
of the paintings hanging permanently in the Campus Center Dining Hall. The first portrait in the series,
revealed in October, was of Leigh MacQueen. The next will honor John Murry Springfield.
Both the Chairman Portrait Series and the Faculty Portrait Series honor individuals whose leadership,
loyalty, and commitment to excellence have made MUS what it is today.
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The Artist
A native of Memphis, Frank
Morris began private training
at an early age. He went on
to earn a fine arts degree with
honors from the University of
Memphis. He continued his
studies at the Art Center College of Design in Los Angeles
and in New York at the Art
Students League and the New
York Academy of Art. He is
also a member of the American Society of Portrait Artists.
Morris’s work hangs in
private collections and in
corporate board rooms,
and his paintings have been
reproduced in magazines
such as Newsweek and New
York Magazine, where he was
asked to paint luminaries such
as Presidents Ronald Reagan
and Jimmy Carter, First Ladies
Nancy Reagan and Rosalynn
Carter, as well as Hamilton
Jordan and the Shah of Iran.
Morris is a nationally
known artist, recognized for
his vibrant, realistic portraits.
Employing a rich palette, he
achieves a style that resonates
from another era, when portraiture reigned supreme. His
portraits capture a spark of intensity that reflect the subject’s
life experiences with dignity.
His goal has always been “to
paint with the skill of the old
masters but with contemporary sensibilities.”

Remember When

Faces
by Whit Tenent ’00

It was the summer of 1995 when I
first crossed through the doorway into
Memphis University School. The smell
of dried soda on the floor of the lounge
seeped into the hallway. This was the
stench that greeted every new student to
the Upper School. I did not realize that I
had just walked into the realm of distinguished minds, great athletes, and artists
of all types, and their scent and aura
permeated the walls before me. I guess
this was a sign as to what the next five
years of my life would hold. As I crossed
into the entryway of the school, I saw a
long hall ahead of me. This was the place
where the most important lessons of life
had and would be learned. I am not talking about math or English; I am talking
about responsibility.
Greeted by the faces that had come
before me, so young, so full of life, and so
expectant, I realized if seen now, these
faces would be worn by the rough and
harsh reality of life. They had seen the inside of classrooms all around the world;
they had played in every sport from
football to fencing. These faces were successful in many different ways.
I glanced over the composite pictures of the years before me. These faces
with so much life and so much excitement were welcoming me to their world.
Realizing that Summer School was
going to start in an about an hour, I took
a moment to reflect and to look at the
individuals who had prepared the way for
me. They were now doing great things.
They were now confident businessmen,
great scientists, or renowned artists,
these same faces that greeted me every
morning. They were full of dreams.

Dreams of being great, dreams of being
powerful, dreams of being stars. These
were the faces that greeted all who passed
through the doorway to the Upper School.
I tried to comprehend how much
hard work lay before me. I tried to understand that I was about to start the greatest
challenge of my life, the eighth grade. My
family had typically sent boys to Christian
Brothers High School. I, however, chose
to swim against the stream and attend the
rival of CBHS.
I knew that MUS was a great place;
but upon my entry into the school, I did
not have that feeling. I smelled stale Coke,
fried food, and fear. I thought to myself,
“This is the ‘Great MUS,’ this place of
horrid smells and cockroaches the size of
dollar bills?”

Whit Tenent graduated from
Lynchburg College in 2004 with a
B.A. in history and English. He taught
United States history and government
for a year at White Station High
School and was the head lacrosse
coach for the Spartans. Whit now
works at MUS teaching seventh-grade
English and vocabulary. He is also
assisting with the lacrosse team.
Whit and his fiancée, Mandy McDermott, will be married June 10, 2006.
They are looking forward to beginning
their life together in Memphis. Whit’s
father is Frank Tenent.

That very moment I was scared, and
I had no one to run to. All these strange
looking faces were looking at me, smiling
at me, judging me, and frightening me. I
wanted to turn around as fast as I could
and say to Mom and Dad, “I don’t want
to go to school here! I don’t want to be
an Owl! I won’t make it!” I was afraid and
had nothing to cling to. Being a 13-yearold boy, I needed encouragement. Then I
saw it! Not some emblem or some figment
of my imagination, but a face. A face that
was not foreign to me, but comforting.
A face that was full of athleticism and
determination. A face that would not
quit, a face that would only drive me to do
my best. A face that would always whisper
to me, “Keep on working; you can do it.”
A face that would see me do great things.
No longer would I look out into this
endless crowd of faces. I would be driven
by one face, and that face would help me
write my story. It would speak to me of
the teachers from long ago: Springfield,
Thorn, Rudolph, and MacQueen. It would
tell me never to give up; it would say, “You
can do better.” It would tell me the story
of hard academics and the success that
followed. It would encourage me in my
success with lacrosse. It would be the one
face in the crowd that I would look at every morning for the next five years of my
life. It would be the driving force behind
my success at MUS. The caption simply
read: Frank Tenent ’64.
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COVERS
by Cathi Jones

Robert Gordon ’79
In Lost Delta Found,
Robert Gordon and his coeditor Bruce Nemerov “have
rescued from oblivion an
important study of black life
in rural Mississippi,” according to Publisher’s Weekly. In
this ambitiously researched
project, Gordon and Nemerov bring to life long-lost
perspectives by important
African American scholars.
The publisher’s website
offers this overview on Lost
Delta Found’s backstory: “In
1941 and 1942 African American scholars from Fisk University – among them the noted composer and musicologist John
W. Work, sociologist Lewis Wade Jones, and graduate student
Samuel C. Adams, Jr. – joined folklorist Alan Lomax of the Library of Congress on research trips to Coahoma County, Mississippi. Their mission was to explore the musical habits and history
of the black community there and ‘to document adequately the
cultural and social backgrounds for music in the community.’”
When notes and manuscripts became lost in Washington, the
study seemingly failed to leave its mark. Lomax’s own book didn’t
appear until 1993, and it was flawed by historical inaccuracies.
Lost Delta Found strives to revive the true story of this important
project.
As an author and filmmaker with such works under his
belt as the book Can’t Be Satisfied: The Life and Times of Muddy
Waters, a documentary film on Muddy Waters that aired nationally on PBS, and The Road to Memphis, an episode that was part
of Martin Scorsese’s project for PBS entitled The Blues, Gordon’s
hands are always deep in the roots of Memphis music. And when
Gordon uncovered the lost writings, interviews, notes, and musical transcriptions produced by Work, Jones, and Adams in his
research, he knew he had to put them in print for the first time,
“showing how their work captures, with compelling immediacy,
a place, a people, a way of life, and a set of rich musical traditions
as they existed sixty years ago . . . . Now, at last, the voices of the
other contributors can be heard.”
Illustrated with photos and more than 160 musical transcriptions, the book also includes essays by Gordon and his
co-editor on the careers and contributions of Work, Jones, and
Adams. Lost Delta Found serves as both an important historical
resource and an entertaining read. Gordon lives and works in
(where else but) Memphis with his wife, Tara McAdams, and
their daughters, Esther Rose and Lila. Find out more about Lost
Delta Found at www.vanderbiltuniversitypress.com.
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Stephen
Phillips ’81
As curator at
The Phillips Collection in Washington,
D.C., Stephen Phillips spent the past
four years organizing
an exhibit entitled
Sean Scully: Wall of
Light. To accompany
the exhibit, Phillips
organized and edited
a publication of the
same name. According to The Phillips
Collection, “For more than 30 years, Scully has produced a vibrant and compelling body of work that is widely collected and
internationally exhibited. His familiar signature style of lines or
bands of color, alluding to architectural elements such as portals,
windows, and walls, is one of the most instantly recognizable in
contemporary painting.” This well-known contemporary artist
holds special distinction for Phillips. “Scully is one of the greatest living painters actively working today,” says Phillips, who
found it exciting to have the opportunity to focus his work on a
living artist. Phillips was able to meet with Scully in his studio,
and he relished the chance to “get into the mind” of this phenomenal artist.
The book chronicles the creation of Scully’s Wall of Light,
a series of paintings, watercolors, pastels, and prints. This is the
first United States museum exhibition of Scully’s most important work to date. Phillips explains, “More than any other artist
of his generation, Scully combines the formal traditions of
European painting – the dark tones of Manet and the spectacular colors and brushwork of Van Gogh and Matisse – with the
distinctly American abstract tradition of Rothko and Pollock.”
In addition to discussing the artist’s profound commitment to
pure abstraction, its “emotional power, its storytelling potential, and, above all, its capacity to convey light,” Phillips offers
insight into the people, places, and times that have inspired
Scully’s paintings.
Phillips, who has previously organized exhibits and publications entitled Margaret Bourke-White: The Photography of
Design 1927-1936 (on view at The Dixon Gallery and Gardens
in spring 2006) and Degas to Matisse, is currently working on
an exhibit highlighting the work of photographer Brett Weston.
Sean Scully: Wall of Light tours the country through early 2007.
It is exhibited at the Modern Art Museum of Fort Worth until
the end of May. From there it will travel on to the Cincinnati
Art Museum and then the Metropolitan Museum of Art in
New York. See www.phillipscollection.org for more information
about the exhibit and the book.

Clarke Canfield ’76
When the Red Sox were
down 3-0 in the 2004 American League series versus the
Yankees, Clarke Canfield took
all the praise sports writers
were lavishing upon New
York with a grain of salt. He
said to himself, “If the Red
Sox pull this off, I’m going
to write a book about how
much I hate the Yankees.” So
when the Red Sox did pull it
off and then went on to win
the World Series, Canfield
considered his team’s victory
a sign from above and decided to make good on his promise.
He wrote Those Damned Yankees: The Not-So-Great History of
Baseball’s Evil Empire, a book that “relates the trials and tribulations of baseball’s most hated team and serves as the definitive
guide for those who hate them.”
A career journalist for the past 25 years, Canfield focused
his first book on the failures, flaws, and foibles of the team
everybody, especially Red Sox fans, loves to hate. He calls the
book “a journalistic endeavor with an attitude that sets out to
counter the myth of New York Yankee infallibility.” The book
covers the worst players, games, and seasons. Everything embarrassing and shameful about the Yankees is detailed, including the fact that, on his wedding night to Marilyn Monroe,
cheapskate Joe DiMaggio spent $6 on a hotel room. Canfield
was excited to get former Red Sox pitcher and noted Yankee
hater Bill “Spaceman” Lee to contribute the forward to Those
Damned Yankees.
Originally from Boston, Canfield has always remained a
die-hard Red Sox fan. As he’s seen at book signings, hardcore
fans like him appreciate this mean-spirited jab (all in the name
of fun) at the Yankees. One fan of the book, an elderly lady
decked out in her Red Sox gear, called Those Damned Yankees a
“noble work.”
Canfield and his wife, Amy, live in Portland, Maine, with
a little slugger of their own – their son, Eli, to whom the book
is dedicated: “Should he grow up to be a Red Sox slugger, may
he beat the Yankees over and over.” When he’s not out covering the state of Maine for the Associated Press, Canfield is busy
pitching ideas for future books in a Those Damned ________
series. He’s currently playing around with the idea of doing one
about Notre Dame – Those Damned Irish. Yankee haters can
read an excerpt and get their hands on a copy of Those Damned
Yankees through www.islandportpress.com.

Hank Sullivant ’01
“The music of The
Whigs hearkens back to
the glory days of indie rock
during the early 1990s, when
American indie rock was at
its most indomitable and
vibrant,” says music writer
Adrien Begrand of Popmatters.com. On Give ’Em All
a Big Fat Lip, The Whigs’
long-awaited debut CD,
you can hear this vibrant sound for yourself. Hank Sullivant,
who plays bass and guitar, has been on the road with his trio
(rounded out by Parker Gispert on vocals and guitar and Julian
Dorio on drums) for the past two years. They’ve opened for
some big-name, trendy acts, such as Franz Ferdinand, Maroon
5, The Killers, Barenaked Ladies, and North Mississippi Allstars.
They’ve managed to build up quite a following, especially around
their home base of Athens, Georgia, in the local club scene, and
fans are thrilled to get to take home the sounds of their favorite
band – finally. Begrand proclaims that “the robust sounding trio”
delivers all the energy and potency of their live shows on their
debut album.
Give ’Em All a Big Fat Lip was recorded in an historic colonial mansion in Athens during the hot summer month of July
2005, and Breakthrough Radio says, “You can tell. You can almost
hear the sweat, old wood, and barbequed chicken in each track.
[Sullivant’s] bass lines pulse with a rich analogue sound and
singer Parker Gispert’s vocals have an old church-like tone thanks
to the big empty rooms of the mansion.” From the buzz spinning around this album since its release in late 2005, it’s obvious
that critics and fans see big things on the horizon for The Whigs:
“In a town that probably has more bands per capita than any
other in these United States, Athens, Georgia’s The Whigs have
the dubious distinction of being Most Likely to Succeed” (Fader
Magazine). Rolling Stone magazine says they “may well be the
best unsigned band in America.”
Popping up in clubs and larger venues all over the south and
beyond, Sullivant and his trio are keeping a busy touring schedule through 2006 in support of their new album. You can keep
up with The Whigs by signing up for their e-mail list at www.
thewhigs.com. There you can also view tour pictures and listen
to audio clips on this quirky, interactive site. If you like what you
hear, there’s even a store where you can purchase a copy of the
CD and snag yourself a t-shirt to show your support for MUS’s
resident rocker.
Cathi Jones, former assistant director of public relations at
MUS, is a freelance writer for MUS Today. She lives in Nashville
with her husband, Bradley, and attends graduate school in English at
Belmont University.
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ALUMNI
news

Marriages
Jon-Paul Hickey ’93 to Katherine
Pitts on October 8, 2005
John Russell ’96 to Valerie Albright
on April 30, 2005
Clayton Chandler ’97 to Emily
Litton on June 4, 2005
David Hwang ’97 to Janice Jin
on August 20, 2005
David Rosales ’97 to Eli Diamond
on September 24, 2005

Births
Cynthia and Andy Saatkamp ’84,
twins, Lily Bronwyn and Robert
Jackson, born January 21, 2006
Amy and Josh Poag ’91, a daughter,
Celia Kassel, born January 23, 2006
Emily and Brooks Brown ’92,
a daughter, Margaret Rivers,
born February 12, 2006
Jenni and Chuck Hamlett ’92,
a son, William James, born
February 21, 2006
Allison and Preston Miller ’92,
a son, Preston Dallas Miller IV,
born August 12, 2005
Ashley and Jason Dunn ’95, twin
daughters, Chloe Rose and Ella
Avery, born February 15, 2006
Paige and Will Thompson ’95,
a son, William Van Thompson IV,
born January 20, 2006
Amanda and Jacob Vezina ’95,
a son, George McNamara, born
November 18, 2005
Maggie and Trey Haire ’97,
a daughter, Emma Marie, born
February 14, 2006
Anna and Ben Wunderlich ’97, a
son, Benjamin Carroll Wunderlich,
Jr., born November 10, 2005

Deaths
R. Lee Taylor II ’59
James H. Watkins III ’78
28
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’61

’64

Scott May

	Bill Quinlen

Class Representative
sfmay@bellsouth.net

Louie Spencer has lived in Sun Valley, Idaho,
for years. He spends much of his time traveling near and far. He plans to be in France
for at least six months beginning the end of
August.

’63

	Needs a Class
Representative

Call Claire Farmer at 260-1350

Rusty Bloodworth has been selected as one
of 12 Knight Fellows by the Knight Program
in Community Building at the University of
Miami’s School of Architecture.
Rick Moore recently wound up his year serving as chairman of the National Asphalt Pavement Association by participating in a joint
meeting with the European Asphalt Pavement
Association in Paris. He is part of a steering committee focusing on government and
industry studies for improving and protecting
employees and the public from any potential
health issues and continuing research on improving the methods of asphalt production.

Class Representative
wlq1975@aol.com

For more than 15 years, Thurston Moore
has been managing partner of Hunton &
Williams, an international law firm headquartered in Richmond, Virginia. He will
step down from that position of day-to-day
operations to assume the position of chairman
of the Executive Committee to which he was
recently elected.

’65

Rick Miller

Class Representative
rmiller634@aol.com

Ken Kenworthy was named one of Business
Tennessee magazine’s “150 Best Lawyers.”
Don Sloane is currently in private practice
and is the director of the Center for Cognitive Behavioral Therapy in St. Louis. He is an
adjunct professor at Washington University.
Don and his wife have two children.

Lewis Tapped
to Lead Lawyers
Members of the Tennessee Bar
Association (TBA) elected Buck Lewis ’73
to the position of vice president. He will
serve in this position from June of 2006
until June 2007 and then will become
president-elect of the organization for the
2007-08 year. Ultimately, he will serve as
president of the TBA for 2008-09. Of his election, Lewis says, “The
Tennessee Bar Association has a wonderful tradition of serving the profession and serving the public. I am honored, privileged, and excited to
have the opportunity to serve as vice president and later as president.”
Lewis is an attorney in the Memphis office of Baker, Donelson,
Bearman, Caldwell & Berkowitz, PC. Active in the legal community, he
recently completed a term as president of the Memphis Bar Foundation
and serves as the TBA’s 9th District Governor. He is chair of the TBA’s
operations committee and is a representative to the American Bar Association House of Delegates. Lewis received his B.S, M.B.A., and J.D.
from the University of Tennessee.
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Are You Ready for Some Football? These football alumni from the 1960s – Robert Heller ’65, Rick Ferguson ’65, David

Gingold ’68, William Oxley ’61, David Dando ’64, Kent Wunderlich ’66, Tommy Thompson ’65, Ray Brakebill ’64, Scott May ’61,
and Bill Quinlen ’64 – recently gathered for breakfast in the MUS Dining Hall. Coach Bobby Alston showed exciting footage highlighting games from the ’60s and gave a scouting report on the upcoming football season. Headmaster Ellis Haguewood presented
plans for the new multi-sports complex currently under construction. The stadium will be ready for the Owls’ first home football
game this fall, September 1, 2006. See you there!

’69

John Keesee
Class Representative
jhkeesee@aol.com

Judge Chris Craft was chosen to receive the
Outstanding Service Award by the Memphis
Bar Association.
William Fones was named one of Business
Tennessee magazine’s “150 Best Lawyers.”

’71

Bob Loeb’s biggest news is that Dick Cheney
turned down a bird-hunting trip with him.
He said he felt more comfortable with Hillary
Clinton carrying a shotgun next to him rather
than Loeb. Harry Whittington even urged
the Vice President to turn down the hunting
trip of a lifetime, although it was later learned
that the trip was scheduled for a day after the
season had closed.

’74

Mark Ruleman

Class Representative
mark.ruleman@raymondjames.com

John Dillon

Class Agent
jdillon@orgill.com

Ben Adams was named one of Business Tennessee magazine’s “150 Best Lawyers.”

Phil Wiygul

Class Representative
philwiygul@earthlink.net

Don Alexander is now a senior quality assurance engineer at Vaupell Northeast Molding
and Tooling in Agawam, Massachusetts.

’73

Wise Jones

Class Representative
wise.jones@regions.com

Kip Caffey sends his regards to all. He
has come out of retirement and is now the
managing director for Cary Street Partners
in Atlanta. He is wondering, though, if it’s
just him or if the years are rolling by at an
increasing pace. Good thing he still thinks of
himself as being about 27, but he just can’t
figure out who that wrinkled, half-bald guy in
his mirror is.

Pebble Beach Golfers Bob Loeb ’73, cameraman, sent this photo saying: “The long

shadow of Joel Hobson ’72, partially obscures a diminutive Ed Atkinson ’73 as contiguous louts
John Lammons ’74, Jim Harrison ’73, Lee Drew ’73, and Keith Ingram ’73 enjoy another dreary
day on Monterey Peninsula last June.”
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’76

Cage Carruthers

Class Representative
cage.carruthers@wachoviasec.com

’85

Dede Malmo

Class Representative
dmalmo@malmomemphis.com

Wright Cox has been promoted to president
of BankTennessee, where he has worked for
12 years.

Don Wiener

	Bruce Moore

’77

Will James was recently promoted to senior
vice president at Morgan Keegan & Co. He is
in investment banking.

Dan Murrell has joined the Community
Foundation of Greater Memphis as director of
development.

’86

’79

Correction: In the last issue of MUS Today,
Jonathan Ringel’s e-mail address was
misprinted. If you’d like to get in touch with
Jonathan, e-mail him at jringel@alm.com.

Class Representative
jmoore78@midsouth.rr.com

Fleet Abston

Class Representative
fabston@turlwave.com

Brant Carter is a managing director in the
Fixed Income Department at Morgan Keegan,
where he has been employed for 20 years.
He’s a “Bond Daddy.” He and his wife, Mary,
have three children, Christopher, 13, Corbin,
12, and Caroline, 8. Christopher is in the
seventh grade at MUS. He’s loving MUS and
is playing football and baseball. In fact, Christopher made a 50-yard punt for the Owls
against Collierville. Corbin and Caroline are
at Woodland Presbyterian School. We are very
glad to get an update on Brant, since he has
avoided his obnoxious classmates at the last
couple of reunions. Can’t say that I blame him
really.

’80

George Skouteris

Class Representative
skouterislaw@aol.com

John Ogle has been named treasurer for 2006
for the Mid-South Medical Group Management Association.

’83

Porter Feild

Class Representative
pfeild@bpjlaw.com

Jim Burnett has been promoted to senior vice
president at Morgan Keegan & Co.

’84

	Bob McEwan

Class Representative
robert.mcewan@morgankeegan.com

Larry Geisewite has joined the National
Foundation for Transplants as an accounting
manager.
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Class Agent
don_wiener@adp.com

Gavin Murrey

Class Representative
gavin.murrey@morgankeegan.com

’91

	Brett Grinder

Class Representative
bgrinder@grindertaber.com

Darrell Cobbins has been named board chair
of The Memphis Challenge, a non-profit
focused on college and career preparation
programs for Memphis-area African-American
high-school students, founded by Pitt Hyde
’61 in 1989.
Will Deupree has been named board chair of
the Brooks Museum.
Josh Poag was named to the Executive Committee of the newly formed Mid-South District
Council of the Urban Land Institute.
David Waddell has been named board chair
of The RISE Foundation, a non-profit focused
on promoting financial literacy and fighting
predatory lending in Memphis.

’92

	Brandon Westbrook

’89

Pat Hopper

Class Representative
patrick.hopper@fedex.com

In November, President Bush nominated
Marc Kesselman to be general counsel of the
United States Department of Agriculture. He
currently serves as deputy general counsel in
the Office of Management and Budget.
Peter Knoop has been promoted to senior
vice president at Morgan Keegan & Co.

’90

Philip Wunderlich

Class Representative
pwunder@wundernet.com

SPADAC, the company Mark Dumas solely
founded in 2002, was recently listed as the #1
fastest growing company in Virginia and #11
in the United States and Canada by Deloitte
& Touche in its first year of eligibility. The
company experienced 2,200 percent revenue
growth from 2002-04, leading to the “Rising Star” award. Mark says that he expects
SPADAC’s 2003-05 growth of nearly 5,000
percent to keep the company on top in Deloitte’s 2006 listing. Thus far the growth has
been organic and without the need for outside
investment, so you haven’t seen anything yet.
Darrin Gulla completed his Ph.D. in
economics at the University of Georgia in
August. He is a senior associate in the transfer
pricing and valuation group of PricewaterhouseCoopers in Atlanta, Georgia.

Class Representative
blw@hsrinvestments.com

Brooks Brown and Chuck Hamlett have
come to a mutual agreement concerning their
newborns. A marriage has been arranged between Margaret Brown and William Hamlett.
Date to be set in the future.

’93

Thomas Quinlen

Class Representative
quinletc@yahoo.com

Gil Uhlhorn

Class Agent
guhlhorn@glankler.com

Eric Dalle is currently a Ph.D. student in
comparative literature at the University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana.

’95

Jeff Murray

Class Representative
jeffmurrayjr@yahoo.com

Will Thompson has joined CKS Advisors,
LLC, as an investment advisor.

’96

Robert Dow

Class Representative
mail@robertdow.com

Kennon Vaughan

Class Agent
kav3122@hotmail.com

Rob Bell has recently joined the Lucas Group
in San Diego, California, as an account executive, specializing in providing companies with
talent coming out of the military.

I Have
Been to the
Mountaintop
...and It Is Really Cold!

by John Laughlin ’92

My father-in-law got into mountain climbing a few years
ago. You could call it a midlife crisis. As all enthusiasts do,
he wanted to share his experience with others. Specifically,
he wanted to share it with me... a guy who’s never slept in a
tent, never been higher on a mountain than a ski lift could
take me, and who’s only been on the kind of expedition that
involves fishing, boats, and beer in the Gulf of Mexico.
So, he convinced me to climb Mount Kilimanjaro with
him this past September. Kilimanjaro is not exactly Everest,
but it’s not a stroll in Central Park either.
Kilimanjaro is in Tanzania, Africa. It is the world’s highest freestanding mountain at 19,340 feet above sea level and
is the highest peak in Africa. It is considered non-technical
which is mountain jargon for “you probably won’t find
yourself dangling from the end of a rope.” However, the
climb was steep, rugged, and very long.
We were on the mountain for seven days
and walked approximately 70 miles through
five climate zones: rainforest, heath, moorland,
alpine desert, and glaciers. At the top we had
only 43 percent of the oxygen in the air at sea
level, which made each step on the way up
laborious.
Needless to say, not everyone in our group
got to the top. We started with a baker’s dozen,
and 10 actually made it. We lost members along
the way to fatigue, acute mountain sickness (i.e.
cerebral edema), and a broken leg.
I’m glad to say I was one of the 10 who
reached the summit, and it was worth the effort.
Starting at midnight, we climbed in the dark to
reach the peak at sunrise. We had a perfect morning with clear views and warm sunshine.
Unfortunately, we could only stay at the top
for a few minutes to take in the stark beauty of the mountain
and to bask in the glory of accomplishment, because we still had
another seven hours of hiking to get down to our next camp!

When we finally made it off the
mountain two days later and were enjoying libations at our hotel’s bar, I had time
to reflect on climbing Kilimanjaro. It was
certainly a once-in-a-lifetime experience
for me. But it left me with the nagging
question. What could I do to top it for my
midlife crisis? Maybe a golfing expedition
to Hawaii...
If you want to see a few more of my
pictures, visit my company’s website,
appropriately named www.summitassetmanagement.com.
John Laughlin graduated from MUS
in 1992. He attended Vanderbilt University where he met his wife, Britton. They
have two children, three-year-old Jack
and one-year-old Elizabeth. John lives in Memphis and works at the
investment firm Summit Asset Management, where he is a portfolio
manager and member of the investment committee.
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Andrew Cruz is currently serving as the
business manager and marketing director for
St. John’s Medical Center, LLC, in Memphis.
He is also a co-owner. The company provides
medical and physical therapy services, primarily in the areas of personal injury, workers’
compensation, and home health. Andrew also
acts as a health information associate for Delta
Rehabilitation and Sports Medicine, PC.
Britton “Buddy” Williston recently moved
from Boston to Washington, D.C., and is
now an attorney with Gibson, Dunn &
Crutcher.

’97

Trey Jones

Class Representative
trey.jones@ey.com

Byron Brown has moved back to Memphis
from Tupelo to take a job with Wyatt, Tarrant
& Combs, LLP.
David Hwang and his new wife, Janice, will
graduate from Harvard Medical School in
June. David has accepted a position as a resident at Massachusetts General Hospital and
Brigham and Women’s Hospital Combined
Neurology Training Program. Janice will be a
resident physician in Boston as well, pursuing
a career in internal medicine.
David Rosales is currently a management
consultant in New York.

’98

Don Drinkard

Class Representative
ddrinkard@cbre.com

Erick Clifford

Class Agent
eclifford@harbert.net

Brian Armstrong is attending medical school
at Vanderbilt University.
Srinivas Ayyagari attends law school at the
University of Pennsylvania.
Jay Gardner is a fourth-year medical student
at the University of Tennessee at Memphis.
Jeff Keltner has recently moved from Kansas
City to San Francisco, California, where he
represents IBM as a sales representative.
Peter Law is in his third year of medical school
at the University of Tennessee at Memphis.
Scott McCulloch is finishing up a four-year
J.D./Master of Government Studies degree at
Harvard University.
Jeff Stockstill is scheduled to graduate in the
class of 2006 with a J.D./M.B.A. from the
University of Memphis.
A Thompson has joined NewSouth Capital
Management as a research analyst. He moved
into his first house in February.
After college, Lee Wang spent a year-and-ahalf in Hong Kong as an investment banking
analyst with Goldman Sachs. Since then,
Lee has returned to Memphis to help run his
family’s import business, Wang’s International.

Grant West just finished two years as a Spanish teacher at a private school in Boca Raton,
Florida. He has moved back to Memphis to
work for a carpet company while working on
his application for law school. Prior to moving
back home, he spent time traveling in Bolivia.
Gary Wilson is a third-year dental student at
the University of Tennessee at Memphis.

’01

Daniel McDonell

Class Representative
dmcdonell@gmail.com

Harrison Ford

Class Agent
hford@mail.smu.edu

Andrew Black graduated from Texas A&M
University in December 2006 and was
commissioned as a 2nd Lieutenant into the
United States Air Force. He and his new wife,
Rachel, are now stationed in Texas where
Andrew is going through flight school.
Clay Harris has landed a full-time sports
writing position at The Rocky Mount Telegram
in Rocky Mount, North Carolina.
Pat Quinn is a harm reduction counselor/
research technician in the HIV Prevention
Research Division at the University of Pennsylvania. He worked on the research project
during the summers while he was in school
and was hired full-time after graduation. He is
planning on working one more year and then
going to graduate school in psychology.

Mr. Hatchett Goes to Europe
Actually, Mr. Hatchett, Mr. Mosby, Mr. Morelock, Mr. Boelte, Mr. Daniel, Mr. Deaderick,
Mr. Thompson, Mr. Eikner, Dr. Dalle, Coach Taylor, Mr. Askew, Mrs. Crippen, Ms. Crosby,
Mr. Russell, Mr. Bowman, Mr. Berman, Mr. McCarroll, and Coach Beck have all taken MUS
students abroad over the years.
Travel abroad is one of the most exciting traditions at MUS, dating back to Hatchett’s
MUSCET (Memphis University School Classical Expedition to Troy) trip in 1958. In the early
days of travel abroad, students crossed the Atlantic aboard Holland-America steamers, at-

tended Wimbledon
tennis matches, and skied in Switzerland. Of course, they also toured the Acropolis of Athens and the mosques
of Istanbul; visited England, Egypt, Spain, France, and Italy; and even traveled to the Valley of the Kings in Africa
and behind the Iron Curtain. In the mid-1970s, the school initiated MUS in England with Hutchison and other
schools, a program that lasted a decade. Since 1999, MUS students have stayed in Dr. Reginald Dalle’s family
chateau, La Giraudière, and traveled to France, Spain, Italy, and Ireland, engaging in courses like “World War I and
the American Expatriate Experience,” “Revolution and Romance,” and “The Irish Renaissance.”

Can You Lend a Hand?

              MUS Today plans to feature a story on MUS’s tradition of learning abroad. But we need your
memories, your anecdotes, your adventures, and your photographs to do the article justice.

Please send your memories of traveling abroad with MUS to Debbie Lazarov, editor
of MUS Today, at debbie.lazarov@musowls.org or 6191 Park Avenue, Memphis, TN
38119. Take a few months to rummage through your attics looking for itineraries,
In the summer of 1985, Keith Woodbury gave the Tower of Pisa a helping hand.
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Segway

The Way to Go in L.A.
by Cathi Jones

You’ve probably seen packs of them roving around big cities.
or others who have trouble getting around can use Segways to
Maybe you’ve seen a security guard whiz by on one in the airport.
make them “as flexible and mobile as they would be on foot,” says
The first time you saw one, you probably thought, “What is that
Stemmler.
thing?” Jason Stemmler ’94 knows all about these contraptions
After graduation from Vanderbilt University, Stemmler
known as self-balancing human transporters – Segways. He can be
ended up working for an internet consulting firm in Hermosa
seen cruising through Santa Monica Beach, taking in the sights and
Beach, California. Although the job didn’t last, his newfound
receiving stares, smiles, and queslove for California’s yeartions from the people he passes
round beautiful weather
by. Stemmler rides his Segway
did. Whenever he has time,
with pride because Segways
Stemmler loves to get out in
are his business. As president of
Santa Monica on his Segway.
Segway Los Angeles, Stemmler
“In L.A. everybody jumps in
is the man you want to talk to if
their cars to go anywhere,”
you’re in the market for a human
says Stemmler. “I like to get
transporter of your own. If you’re
on the Segway because I
not looking to buy, he can also
get to be out enjoying the
hook you up with a two-hour
weather and interacting
guided beach tour.
with people. You get to
Back in May of 2003, Stemnotice people and things
mler star ted thinking about
you’d never notice cramped
opening up a business to rent
up in a car. And let me just
Segways on the beach in L.A.
say that it’s a real attentionPretty soon the idea expanded
getter. It’s funny when I see
to selling Segways, too. After a
people who have never seen
year of making plans and talking
a Segway before. They are
up investors, Stemmler opened
shocked and excited and ask
up the doors of Segway L.A., the
all kinds of questions.”
first dealer on the West Coast.
Stemmler enjoys testToday, Stemmler’s dealership is
ing out his product almost
number two in the country (out
as much as he loves selling
of 50 dealerships) according to
it. Occasionally, Segway
sales figures. Segway L.A.’s main
L.A. rents to big events
office is in Santa Monica. Stemand celebrities. Recently,
mler has also opened a second
Stemmler did a demonstralocation in Burbank.
tion with Phil Jackson, head
Jason Stemmler and his Segway
Stemmler sells his Segways in the consumer
coach
of
the
L.A.
Lakers.
But Stemmler doesn’t care
featured on the cover of La Brea
market to people who use them for short commutes
Living magazine, April 2005
who you are, he just wants to get you on a Segway
and to people who are technology buffs and buy
to experience it for yourself, if only for a couple
them for fun. Stemmler also sells to the commercial market. Police,
of hours. “My favorite thing about my job is when I see someone
municipal governments, and airports have started using Segways to
step on a Segway for the first time,” says Stemmler. “They step
cover their territories with ease. There’s also a smaller market for
up there and these huge grins spread across their faces. The first
which the Segway provides a great service. People with disabilities
time you get on a Segway, you’ll smile like a little kid.”
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A Tradition of Service
by Caitlin Goodrich

Wilson McManus ’05 isn’t
embarrassed to admit that his
desire to join the Navy had something to do with Tom Cruise’s
1986 testosterone-packed blockbuster Top Gun (which, by the
way, played frequently in the
senior lounge during his last year
at MUS). But it wasn’t the movie’s
heroic depiction of military life
alone that motivated McManus to
apply for admission to the Naval
Academy – flying planes had been
Trevor Knight at the Army/Navy
a dream of his since childhood.
football game in 2005
“I thought about it, and the
military seemed like my best option in terms of learning to fly,”
McManus says. To make sure, he attended summer seminars at
both the Naval and Air Force Academies, ultimately deciding
that the United States Naval Academy in Annapolis, Maryland,
was where he wanted to be.
Following an intensive 10step admissions process – which
included completion of a 12-page
application, a medical examination and fitness assessment, nomination by Congressman Harold
Ford, Jr., and an exhaustive
interview – McManus became the
fourth MUS alumnus to enroll in
the Naval Academy in four years.
But before he joined Gatlin
Wilson McManus at the
Hardin ’04, Blake Lindsay ’03,
end of Plebe Summer
and Trevor Knight ’02 at Annapolis, McManus had to fend for himself among the roughly
1,280 midshipmen in the Class of 2009. First-year students at
the Academy, or Plebes, must spend seven frantic and physically
exhausting weeks on campus prior to the arrival of their upperclassmen counterparts. During that “Plebe Summer,” the new
recruits learn self-discipline and the skills necessary to survive the
academy – it’s a crash course in all things Navy, a boot camp of
sorts that weeds out those unable to meet the challenges of military life. By 2009, only an estimated 950 to 1050 of McManus’s
fellow midshipmen will graduate.
“The first day [of Plebe Summer] – Induction Day or I-Day
– was quite possibly the worst day of my life,” McManus recalls.
“My dad dropped me off at the gate, and I walked into the
basketball arena for processing completely alone. I knew no one
else in my class. They spent hours going over medical records,
giving us shots, drawing blood, shaving our heads, and handing
out uniforms. And then they told us that the first and last words
out of our mouths for the next seven weeks would be ‘Sir’ and
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‘Ma’am,’ and we all screamed, ‘Sir, yes
sir.’ And that was it. That was when it
hit me that I was in the Navy, and my
mom and dad couldn’t help me out if I
got into trouble here.”
Despite the difficulty of those first
weeks in Annapolis, McManus never
questioned his decision to attend and
took comfort in the fact that those who
had gone before him withstood the
pressure of that demanding summer.
Since then, he has settled into life at
the Academy with the help of Hardin,
Lindsay, and Knight who “have been
great friends and mentors.”
For these four MUS alumni, a
typical day begins around 6:30 a.m., or
“0630 hours,” as Lindsay says. “We go
to formation at 0700, have breakfast, and get to class by 0755,”
he explains. “We have class all morning and then come back for
noon meal formation at 1205 and march into the dining hall
and have lunch.” Classes last into the early afternoon and are
followed by team practices and athletic activities, an integral part
of an Academy education in which McManus, Hardin, Lindsay,
and Knight all take part on various levels.
While significant emphasis is placed on athletics, it’s clear
to these students that scholarship must be their first priority, and
they all express gratitude for their high school academic experiences. “I now appreciate the toughness of MUS’s curriculum,”
says McManus. “I feel very well prepared for most all my classes
here. MUS taught me things such as how to write a solid paper.
I haven’t struggled with my essays here at all but have seen many
of my classmates spend hours trying to learn how to write coherently.”
McManus, who entered the Naval Academy with plans to
major in aerospace engineering, has chosen instead to pursue
economics, thanks in large part to Mr. John Knaff ’s introductory
course at MUS. Both Hardin and Lindsay are working toward
degrees in ocean engineering, a discipline
focused on underwater vehicles, coastal
and environmental engineering, the
development
Blake Lindsay and
of coastlines,
buddy getting ready
and civil
to take swim call in
engineering
the cold Atlantic
with offshore platforms. “It’s
similar to mechanical
engineering,” Hardin
says, “just applied to
the water.” Knight,
on the other hand,
has taken a more
humanistic approach to his
education and

will graduate this spring with a degree
commitment could take McManus,
in history. He was recently selected to
Hardin, Lindsay, and Knight nearly
be a surface warfare officer aboard a
anywhere in the world.
guided missile cruiser or destroyer.
The Naval Academy’s Summer
The MUS experience equipped
Training Program has helped to get
these graduates for more than just sucthem ready for what may be in store.
cess in the classroom, however: “[At
Lindsay spent three weeks on a subMUS], you have to learn how to study
marine based in San Diego in the
and how to manage your free time and
summer of 2005 and has also “taken
the importance of getting involved,”
cruises on ships up and down the east
Hardin says. “All of these things are
coast, run around with Marines, slept
important to know when you come
in the woods, and overall just enjoyed
to the Academy. You will have a lot
myself.” Hardin’s summer program
thrown at you, and you have to be
involved a two-week sailing expedition
Gatlin Hardin and Wilson McManus
able to manage your time and take
from Annapolis to Newport, Rhode
care of it all and work well under presIsland, as well as a stint in San Diego
sure. MUS prepared me for all these
on the USS Ogden and stays in Seatthings.”
tle’s port and Kodiak, Alaska. Knight’s
But life at the Academy is not all
experiences have included time on the
pressed dress shirts and polished brass.
USS Tennessee, a ballistic missile subWhile nightlife at the military acadmarine, and a week with the Marine
emy is somewhat lacking, midshipCorps in Quantico, Virginia, “making
men do, from time to time, let down
things go boom.”
what little hair they have and venture
It’s all part of the process of de“over the wall.” Downtown Annapolis
veloping leaders and building relationoffers an assortment of movie theaters,
ships between midshipmen. These
concert venues, and clubs; nearby
friendships, they say, are at the core of
Baltimore and Washington, D.C.,
the Academy experience. “The bonds
Blake Lindsay (center) with some company mates;
provide similar diversions and the
I have made here are unique,” Hardin
Below: Lindsay‘s class climbing the Herndon Monument,
opportunity to “try our luck with the
asserts. “Without these people here
which signified the end of their Plebe year.
ladies,” Lindsay says. “We also do a lot
beside me, it would be much harder to
of outdoor [activities] like camping,
make it through this place. I feel like
hiking, and shooting,” he adds.
I’ve known these guys a lot longer than
All four MUS alumni are quick to
a year-and-a-half, and I know in all seadmit, however, that theirs is not the
riousness that many of them would do
typical college experience. “Along the
anything for me.” Lindsay agrees. “My
way, there have definitely been times
fondest memories of this place, much
when I looked at my friends at other
like my memories of MUS, will be
schools and what they were doing
spending time with the people around
and the fun times they were having
me, with these guys,” he says.
and wondered what I was doing here
So while these MUS alumni
in a completely different world with
might miss Memphis – in particular
a completely different experience,”
the sweet tea, ribs, and “great Southern
Hardin says. “But that just means it’s
women,” – the sense of camaradeimportant to remain focused on why I
rie that exists between the men and
am here.”
women of the Naval Academy keeps
That reason is never far from the
them motivated and determined to
minds of midshipmen at the Academy.
tough out whatever the often-challeng“We are constantly reminded about
ing environment might throw their
what is going on overseas with the
way. “We all realize that we will soon
troops and how we here are preparing
be fighting together as warriors upon
to be officers in the Navy or the Mathe sea, in the air, and on the ground,”
rine Corps,” Hardin says. Following
McManus says. “I believe that there
graduation, every midshipman will be required to serve in the
is no stronger bond between friends than to fight together. The
Navy in some capacity for five years. With the political unrest of
friendships I have made here so far, just as the friendships I made
today and the U.S. military’s broad international presence, that
at MUS, will last a lifetime.”
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Robbie Shappley ’98, Mac McFarland ’99, Byron Brown ’97, Clayton Chandler ’97, Nathan Howard ’92, Jason Whitmore ’94, Gil Uhlhorn ’93

Swanky Alumni Event
Young alumni from the classes of 1992
through 2001 met on February 16
at East Memphis’s hottest taco bar/
nightclub, Swanky’s Taco Shop. MUS
alumni mixed it up with friends from
Hutchison School while sampling a
variety of Swanky’s delicious food and
drinks. Matt Wilson ’92 co-owns the
restaurant, which has become a popular
lunch destination and late-night hotspot
with its emphasis on fresh ingredients,
fine libations, and sophisticated décor.
More than 100 former MUS and
Hutchison classmates and their guests
found it an ideal place to catch up,
socialize, network,
and cut loose at
the annual event,
which was hosted
by the schools’
alumni offices. The
event was a huge
success thanks to
the great turnout
and lively locale.

Melissa Saenger, Jennie Brooks, Betsy Humphreys, Rob Humphreys ’98, Don Drinkard ’98

Robert Bristow ’00, Oscar Carr ’00, Ryan Miller ’00, A Thompson ’98, Hunter Witherington ’98
Below: Kirby May ’94, Jason Lewin ’98, Eleanore Kelly, Preston Blankenship ’01, Eric Beaty ’01, Lindsey Thompson, Bond Hopkins ’01

Viewpoint
by Andy McCarroll ’86

Andrew R. McCarroll was
elected to the Board of Trustees
in 2005. He serves as general
counsel for Southeastern Asset
Management, Inc. McCarroll has
long been an active participant
in the MUS community. He is
a member of the Cum Laude
Society and, with his wife, Anne,
is a member of the Thorn Society.
He served as class representative
from 2001-04, participated in
the Phonathon for several years,
and was a member of the Major
Gifts Committee in the Doors to
New Opportunities campaign.
McCarroll taught English and
history at MUS from 1990-92.
While teaching, he served as
Honor Council advisor, as well
as coach of the track and football
teams. In addition to his involvement with MUS, McCarroll supports elementary school programs
including New Hope Christian
Academy, St. George’s Memphis,
and the Catholic Jubilee Schools.
While a student at MUS,
McCarroll was a captain of the
1985 State Championship football
team and continued to play football at the collegiate level. He
graduated summa cum laude from
Vanderbilt University and went
on to receive an M.A. in Religious
Studies from the University of
Chicago and a J.D. from Vanderbilt University School of Law.
McCarroll and his wife,
Anne, live in Collierville with
their two-year-old daughter,
Josie. His brothers, Mac ’83 and
Patrick ’92, are also MUS alumni.

Last fall Barham Ray ’64 stopped by my office for what I thought
would be a work-related discussion. Instead, he stunned me with one of the
highest honors I have received: he asked me to join the Board of Trustees at
MUS. When I think how much MUS has meant to me, my brothers, and
our fellow alumni, I am aware of the magnitude of the responsibility I have
been asked to assume. Previous boards, administrations, and faculties have
set a very high standard, and the challenge faced by the current MUS community is to ensure that the tradition of excellence continues.
If you have not had a chance to review the school’s strategic plan
[included in the 2004-05 Annual Report], I encourage you to do so. Trustees, faculty members, administrators, parents, and alumni contributed to
a detailed and comprehensive plan to chart the school’s path over the next
several years. It articulates very well specific steps that must be taken to
ensure that MUS continues to succeed in its mission. Committees assigned
to each task have been pursuing them with characteristic energy and enthusiasm, and I am excited about the opportunity to serve on the Education
Committee and the Admissions/Public Relations Committee. We have been
assigned oversight of over 40 different initiatives designed to achieve the
following goals:
• Pursue excellence in every academic and curricular area;
• Develop well-rounded young men of strong moral character who
uphold the Honor Code, the school’s motto, and the Community Creed;
• Attract and retain the highest quality faculty;
• Promote awareness and loyalty through effective communications;
• Increase the number of qualified applicants.
One of MUS’s greatest assets is its loyal alumni base (see bullet point
number 4). Like me, many of you have a deep appreciation for the lessons
learned at MUS and would like to show that appreciation by continuing to
support the school in its missions, either as volunteers, financial contributors, or both. As the newest member of the MUS board, I welcome your
input as we work to implement the strategic plan and ensure that future
generations of MUS students are as lucky as we were. My e-mail address is
amccarroll@llpf.com.
I am privileged to serve on the board of MUS because it will give me a
chance to become reacquainted with friends in the MUS community who
have had a tremendous impact on my life. More important, MUS is positioned in the formative moments of a student’s character development, and
I can think of no greater privilege than being part of the process designed to
help each young man begin to realize his potential. As someone whose work
ethic, love of learning, and character have been shaped by the MUS experience, I know the importance of the work we have begun, and I look forward
to playing a part in the school’s future success.
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Swanky’s Taco Shop owner, Matt Wilson ’92 (pictured center background), welcomed fellow alumni
Will Abbay ’94, Nathan Howard ’92, Chuck Hamlett ’92, Brandon Westbrook ’92 (foreground),
Todd Watson ’92, Rob Abbay ’92, Scott Anderson ’92, and Brooks Brown ’92.
See page 36 for more alumni event pictures.
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